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Abstract
Type 2 diabetes is one of the greatest challenges that continues to grow because of the
ageing population and sedentary lifestyles, and consequently increasing morbid obesity.
The emergence of usable mobile devices and the Internet has enabled the technologies
for managing chronic illnesses such as diabetes, largely in an uncontrolled manner.
Social media such as Facebook and YouTube have transformed the way people interact
in general and on the Internet, but the role social media play in healthcare is still not
well-understood. The numbers of users in open Internet communities for patients now
run into the millions, but current understanding of how online participation affects health
outcomes or behaviour change is still limited.
In this dissertation a framework is presented, based on social network analysis, to explore
the nature of patient interactions in online communities. Using recent advances in
complex network analysis, and developing enhanced machine learning techniques, the
community structures are articulated, showing how interaction behaviours correlate with
health outcomes.
Results show that people with diabetes join online communities typically immediately
following diagnosis, with over 80% of the patients having being diagnosed in under 2
years. The networks are very centralized with continually shrinking density and diameter
as the the networks grow. These results directly contrast with current evidence about
non-healthcare social networks.
Further, using this knowledge to enhance a classification method, it is shown that
we can predict health outcomes, such as weight loss performance, based on how the
patients interact online. Experimental data show that decision tree methods had superior
performance on the healthcare datasets, reaching an F-score of 0.977, precision of 0.978
and AUC of 0.996. In addition, the evidence suggests that patient interaction data can be
used to enhance user-similarity analysis when calculating top-N recommendations using
collaborative filtering techniques.
These results have practical relevance for understanding the nature of patients inter-
actions, as well as for designing personalized eHealth tools based on emergent social
technologies. So far, little attention has been paid to these unregulated, open Internet
communities, but the sheer numbers alone warrant some investigation. The findings in
this dissertation build evidence supporting the significance of these online communities
in disease management, and should provide the impetus for further research.
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Diabetes is increasingly becoming a major public health problem, and is responsible
for 8% of the global burden of disease for people between the ages of 20 and 79 (IDF,
2011). It is one of the greatest healthcare challenges that is expected to continue to grow
because of the aging population, increasing obesity and sedentary lifestyles , and this is
true for Type 2 Diabetes .
In 2003, 194 million people globally were estimated to have a form of diabetes, which
is predicted to increase to 333 million in 2025, which constitute an increase of 72%
(Lefebvre and Pierson, 2004). Recent reports show that the current number of people
with diabetes is about 347 million, which is over the previous forecast for 2025 (IDF,
2011).
Now it is estimated diabetes will become the seventh leading cause of death by 2030
(IDF, 2011). The problem is seen not only in Europe and America, but on a global scale.
WHO estimates that, 5-10% of the national healthcare budget in western countries is
used on diabetes, which will increase with the increasing number of diabetes patients
globally.
As alluded to, a closely related high risk factor for Type 2 diabetes is obesity, and the
methods in this dissertation are also applied to the case. Obesity is a problem that is
becoming increasingly difficult to ignore. In United States alone, recent surveys show
more than a third of the population is considered obese (Ogden et al., 2012) with over 30
body mass index (BMI), while almost 7% is morbidly obese (Sturm and Hattori, 2012)
with over 40 BMI. Although the obesity rates for Norway are comparatively modest at
less than 10%, there still exists a long term trend towards increasing obesity rates.
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While we have the burden of the disease on the one hand, we also have social media
emerging as a platform for coping with the disease in online communities of similar
patients. Social media such as Facebook and YouTube have transformed the way
people interact in general and on the Internet, but the role social media play in disease
management is still not well-understood.
Its emergence, and that of more usable and pervasive mobile devices , introduced a new
dynamic for healthcare and self-management. The results in this dissertation will shed
some light on the status quo as well as potential future trends.
1.1 Healthcare Terms and Concepts
There are some terms uses in this work that have been used in healthcare and disease
management before the Internet. Some of these terms have connotations of their tradi-
tional meaning, but are used in this context to encourage new ways of thinking about
disease self-management.
Internet Patient Communities (IPC)
Throughout this dissertation references are made to online communities and social media
for people with different health conditions as Internet Patient Communities (IPC) . The
phrase encompasses all the phenomena related to patient participation in health-related
Internet communities.
Users vs. Patients
Users and Patients are interchangeably used to refer to people interacting in IPC, and
occasionally Participants, in the case of the pilot study. This stems from the idea that
people with different health conditions are also ”users” of IPC, just like participants in
other non-health forums.
Health Outcomes
In healthcare, Health Outcomes probably encompass objective findings and evaluation
of the patient by a physician or expert. In this dissertation, however, the term is used to
refer to the changes in health status measurements. The presented data analysis alone
cannot evaluate how the patient is feeling, for example, but objective measurements can
be viewed as limited surrogates for health status evaluation.
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Throughout this dissertation reference is made to the improvements or deterioration of
primary vital health sign measurements for diabetes as Health Outcomes:
• (1) Glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) – this is a long term measure of blood glucose
levels. It is generally used to gauge how well a patient has long term blood glucose
levels under control. This is sometimes reported in IPC.
• (2) Blood Glucose Levels (BG) – in the pilot study, the participants use a glucometer
to measure blood glucose levels, and the data is transferred to their mobile device
via Bluetooth. This is normally not reported in IPC.
• (3) physical activity and (4) diet habits – these are important since Type 2 diabetes
is a lifestyle disease. People normally report the kind of food they eat or the
calories, and also how much exercise they do, how strenuous and for how long.
Normally unstructured reports in IPC.
• (5) weight – since obesity is an important risk factor for type 2 diabetes. Weight
and Body Mass Index (BMI) are normally reported in IPC.
• (6) blood pressure – this is sometimes reported in IPC.
eHealth Intervention
The term eHealth Intervention is used in this dissertation to highlight IPC as a plausible
tool for promoting healthy behaviours. Currently these communities are not organized,
but the future ideal may that healthcare workers recognise the value of the tools, and
thus also encourage more research and participation by the health service personnel.
1.2 Motivation
There is evidence of the number of IPC users running into the millions for various
chronic illnesses, and more websites mushrooming to cater for different patient groups.
The sheer numbers alone are indicative of a trend that is becoming increasingly difficult
to ignore. The continued growth of these IPC suggest a new role that social media plays
in disease management, although the nature of the role is still neither well-defined nor
well-understood.
It is conceivable that users may not want to mix their normal social life on forums such
as Facebook, with their obligations to self-manage chronic illnesses. This assertion is
consistent with what has been reported in recent studies such as by van der Velden et al.
(2013), who reported low usage of Facebook for managing disease by juveniles. Content
analysis of breast cancer groups in Facebook done by Bender et al. (2011) showed that
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although the total membership was more than one million, an overwhelming majority of
the groups had under 25 wall-posts, indicating low utilization.
There has been some research where online patient portals connect to electronic records
(EHR) at health institutions (Glasgow et al., 2012) or have GP support (Kummervold
and Johnsen, 2011). Although the traditional Doctor-Patient social media is a promising
trend that has gained acceptance by health service personnel, the numbers from the wider
concept of unregulated, open, patient-driven, Internet communities are compelling.
However, so far little is known about the dynamics of user interactions in these open IPC.
Current understanding of the association between user interaction behaviour and health
outcomes or behaviour change is still limited. There is an obvious knowledge gap that
can possibly be filled by multidisciplinary research, well-founded in both informatics
and healthcare fields.
In this dissertation a framework is presented for abstraction of patient interaction patterns
based on social network analysis (SNA) , in an effort to better understand their nature.
Network analysis is one of the more practical methods for abstracting that patient-to-
patient dialogue in IPC. By observing patient interactions we can develop connections or
”networks” of inferred relationships , and use machine learning techniques to understand
how these interactions correlate with health outcomes.
1.3 Research Questions
Given the continued growth of IPC, it is important to: (i) establish their relevance to
disease management (ii) understand the nature of the interactions or patient-to-patient dia-
logue, and (ii) understand how the interactions potentially affect the health of participants.
The main research question can be stated as:
(MQ) - What is the nature of patient interactions patterns in Internet Patient Communities,
and how do these interaction patterns affect health outcomes?
To make the research easier to tackle, three sub-questions were developed to reflect
the main thematic areas that emerge from the main research question, resulting in the
following four sub-questions:
• Question Q1 – What is the relevance of Internet Patient Communities in diabetes
self-management?
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• Question Q2 – How can interaction patterns in Internet Patient Communities be
modelled?
• Question Q3 – What interaction patterns characterize Internet Patient Communi-
ties?
• Question Q4 – How do these interaction patterns relate to health outcomes?
The first question (Q1) seeks to demonstrate and establish the relevance of eHealth
and IPC for patients who have to self-manage illnesses such as diabetes. Therefore,
some background work on eHealth self-management applications is required to put the
research in context and demonstrate the practical relevance.
The second question (Q2) seeks to develop abstractions of patient interactions using
informatics techniques. Using recent advances in complex network analysis , there is a
potential to uncover previously unknown network structure patterns in IPC, allowing me
to clearly articulate the nature of these social networks.
The third question (Q3) seeks to establish the fundamental developmental differences
between these IPC and other types of non-health social networks. The knowledge could
help us exploit the unique patterns that differentiate them.
The last question (Q4) seeks to apply these abstractions to assess correlations with health
outcomes, and the hypothesis is that the way patients interact in IPC has an effect on
their health.
1.3.1 Scope and Key Assumptions
It is important to note that work presented in this dissertation is based on IPC, this is, for
patients only. Therefore, the scope does not extend to physician communities or other
health service communities where patients communicate with health services, hospitals
or GP offices using web applications.
Perhaps another important assumption to note is that the presented work assumes limited
patient information. In order to have practical relevance, works has to be done under
this assumption since we can only find limited patient information in IPC in practice.
Although there is a lot of data generated in IPC, much of the information is scant and
insufficient for many purposes.
There is no doubt that many people turn to IPC at one point or another if they have a
health condition. This is in spite of the still very weak evidence to support IPC as an
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eHealth tool. However, most users do not give away most of this important information,
making it difficult to measure the improvements or how well the patients cope in IPC.
1.4 Significance of the Study
The findings from this dissertation have practical relevance for research practice in
two seemingly disparate research fields; informatics and healthcare. A generalizable
framework is developed for analysing IPC; both for understanding user interactions and
how these interaction correlate with health outcomes.
Further, it is demonstrated that we can delineate the unique development patterns that
characterize diabetes-related IPC. It is also shown that the analysis have practical rele-
vance for understanding the relationships with health outcomes; also enhancing machine
learning techniques in the design of personalized eHealth interventions .
Informatics
The significance for informatics is based on the models and analyses that are based
on collection of empirical data, and artefacts based on experimental work. The work
results in a framework that is extensible and easily generalizable to most IPC and not
just diabetes alone.
Healthcare
The significance for healthcare is quite apparent since the analysis based on the frame-
work results in practical and actionable information. Current work builds evidence for
what was previously unknown about the impact of IPC on diabetes health outcomes.
The results enhances our understanding of IPC as an eHealth intervention; both for
influencing research practice and clinical guidelines in diabetes self-management.
Patients
The study is also informative to patients because so far people have no idea how much
IPC helps in their healthcare on the average. Our findings suggest that many people find
IPC a good starting point once one is diagnosed with an unfamiliar health condition such
as diabetes. Perhaps people turn to the web because it is highly available and mostly free
of charge, with the promise of finding peers for support and empathy.
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TABLE 1.1: Scientific Contributions (SC) related to the questions and scientific articles
Contribution Description Publication
Q1 SC1 A systematic review of mobile applications in diabetes
self-management.
Paper 1
Q1 SC2 Feasibility study for social mobile applications in dia-
betes
Paper 5
Q2 SC3 An evaluation of a network analysis abstraction of
patient interaction patterns in IPC
Paper 2
Q3 SC4 An expansion of the abstraction for analysing how IPC
for diabetes develop over time
Paper 4
Q3 SC5 Applying the abstraction to discover unique patterns
that characterize IPC for diabetes
Paper 3
Q4 SC6 Based on the developed abstraction, a clustering-
classification method for delineating interaction be-
haviours that affect health outcomes.
Paper 6
Q4 SC7 A collaborative filtering method for threads and users
based on the developed abstraction
Paper 7
1.5 Contributions
This dissertation is based on several smaller studies, each making some scientific progress,
resulting in a whole framework for analysing IPC. Based on the original research
questions, it is shown what contributions were made, and how they are related to the
published scientific articles. The separate scientific contributions (SC) discussed in the
different articles are summarised in Table 1.1.
1.5.1 Weaving the Web of Publications
The overall objective of the project is to develop a framework for analysing IPC; to help
us better understand the nature of patient-to-patient dialogue , and discovering how this
sharing of experience online can affect both behaviour change and health outcomes.
Initially the work starts with a review of the literature, then goes on to explore an
abstraction based on network analysis of IPC, and apply the abstraction to enhancing
machine learning techniques before concluding. The work can be viewed as partitioned
into four phases as discussed next.
Phase #1 – Relevance of eHealth, mHealth and Patient Interactions in Diabetes –
related to Q1
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The initial systematic review is a wide piece of work aimed at shedding light on research
gaps in closely related fields of mobile devices, social media and education in healthcare
Paper 1 (Chomutare et al., 2011). This helps establish the relevance of eHealth in
self-managing diabetes. One of the research gaps discovered was the limited knowledge
about health social media. Further study with a social mobile application in a 12-month
pilot study with diabetes patients Paper 5 (Chomutare et al., 2013a) helped demonstrate
practical relevance.
Phase #2 – Modeling Patient Interactions – related to Q2
Having had preliminary evidence of clinical benefits and feasibility to justify further
work with social media, empirical evaluation of network analysis as an abstraction tool
for patient interactions Paper 2 (Chomutare et al., 2013b) was done.
Phase #3 – Characterizing Interaction Patterns in IPC – related to Q3
During the analysis of data, shortcomings were discovered in the literature regarding use
of network analysis on empirical healthcare data sets. More elaborate work was needed
to understand the development of the networks, and methods for analysing the temporal
patterns in diabetes networks are explored Paper 4 (Chomutare et al., 2012).
Further, it was then sought to explore any unique characteristics between these diabetes
networks and other conventional social networks such as Facebook Paper 3 (Chomutare
et al., 2013c).
Phase #4 – Interaction Patterns and Health Outcomes Correlation – related to Q4
The last phase sought to show that the analysis and methods proposed could further
enhance our understanding of IPC. One study explores the relationships between patient
interaction patterns and weight loss performance in an online community Paper 6 using
classification techniques.
The other study develops a method for improving collaborative filtering by considering
patient interaction patterns Paper 7 when calculating user similarities in designing
recommender systems for IPC.
1.5.2 Statements of Originality
Paper 1 Chomutare T, Fernandez-Luque L, Årsand E, Hartvigsen G. (2011) Features of
mobile diabetes applications: Review of the literature and analysis of current applications
against evidence-based guidelines. Journal of Medical Internet Research: 13(3);e65
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Relevance This was the first major study in the research project and was exploratory
in nature. The study reviewed existing electronic applications for people with diabetes
with a view to understand their compliance to clinical guidelines as well as to discover
the research gaps. This paper is key to the dissertation because it reveals the gaps
in knowledge of social media on mobile devices and the Internet. The dissertation is
founded on the premises developed in this study.
My Contribution The initial idea for the review was coined by my co-author LFL and I
developed the idea further into a scientific paper, designing the methods and analysis.
I wrote the paper based on thorough reviews and discussions with my co-authors. Co-
authors were also involved in independent checking for accuracy, consistency and for
building consensus for the study.
Paper 2 Chomutare T, Årsand E, Fernandez-Luque L, Lauritzen J, Hartvigsen G. (2013)
Inferring community structure in healthcare forums: An empirical study. Methods of
Information in Medicine: 52(2)
Relevance This study explores community structures from user interactions. Network
analysis is one of the more practical ways of understanding the nature of connections
among objects. I used this abstraction in this study and the whole dissertation to under-
stand how patient-to-patient dialogue works in IPC for diabetes. This study provides a
solid basis for much of the work in the dissertation, by revealing that we can infer useful
community structures from user interactions.
My Contribution My role in this study was to design an abstraction upon which the
study could be based. I did the data preparation and analysis, as well as writing the paper.
My co-authors were instrumental in methodological deliberations and review iterations.
Paper 3 Chomutare T, Årsand E, Hartvigsen G. (2013) Characterizing Development Pat-
terns of Healthcare Social Networks. Network Modeling Analysis in Health Informatics
and Bioinformatics, Springer: 3(2);147-157
Relevance This study succeeds the study in Paper 4, and was a result of an invitation
to extend a paper for the HIBIBI 2012 Symposium. This paper sought to articulate
the unique patterns that characterized the growth and development of diabetes social
networks. At this stage, the goal was to be able to delineate the traits visible in diabetes
networks as opposed to other non-health networks such as Facebook.
My Contribution My role in this paper was to design the data analysis and the ex-
periments for the study. My co-authors had a role to advise whether the invited paper
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constituted a more than 40% new work above the preceding symposium paper. My
co-authors were involved in internal review iterations, making corrections on manuscript.
Paper 4 Chomutare T, Årsand E, Hartvigsen G. (2012) Temporal community structure
patterns in diabetes social networks. HIBIBI Symposium in Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Conference on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining, pages 210–217
ACM/IEEE, Los Alamitos, CA
Relevance This study precedes that in Paper 3. During the preparation of the study in
Paper 2, we discovered the limitations of the methodology in explaining some commu-
nity structures phenomenon. This paper represents and extension of the abstraction to
better understand how the networks form and develop over time. In this work I also
explore the attributes of the users in the social networks in investigating forces behind
the development patterns.
My Contribution I wrote the scientific paper, did the data preparation and analysis. My
co-authors contributed to the methodological deliberations, and review iterations for the
manuscript.
Paper 5 Chomutare T, Tatara N, Årsand E, Hartvigsen G. (2013) Designing a diabetes
mobile application with social network support. Studies in Health Technology and Infor-
matics, IOS Press: 188:58-64.
Relevance This pilot study ran for 12 months, where actual patients used a diabetes
mobile application with social network support. The aim of the study was to test if the
social network concepts were feasible and if current work had any practical relevance
for much older adults with Type 2 diabetes.
My Contribution My role was to design the study, coordinate development of the social
application, and develop recruitment strategy and patient focus group meetings. I also
did most of the data analysis with measurable help from my co-author NT. My co-authors
were involved in methodological deliberations and planning for recruitment and user
meetings, and manuscript review iterations.
Paper 6 Chomutare T, Xu A, Iyengar MS. Social Network Analysis to Delineate Interac-
tion Behaviour that Predicts Weight Loss Performance. SUBMITTED
Relevance This study develops tools for understanding the relation of user interaction
behaviours to health outcomes. I use the example of weight loss and obesity since this is
also a major risk factor for type 2 diabetes. Combining classification techniques, and the
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now solid community structure analysis, the study articulates the interaction behaviours
that affect weight loss.
My Contribution My co-author AX contributed to identifying a problem domain and
data search, and my role was defining the problem, and designing the analysis and
experiments suitable for analysing the problem. My co-authors contributed to manuscript
review iterations.
Paper 7 Chomutare T. Collaborative Filtering with Community Structure Properties in
Healthcare Social Networks. MANUSCRIPT
Relevance This study is another illustration of the value of the community structure
analysis. The results demonstrate the relevance of user interaction behaviour in personal-
ization of IPC, based on collaborative filtering.
My Contribution I initiated and developed the idea and also wrote the paper. At this
time, the point was just to solidify the analysis by exploring multiple application areas.
1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
The next chapter deals with the theoretical background of the work, and Chapter 3 goes
into the methods we used. Chapter 4 introduces network analysis in online communi-
ties; the design of the networks, development of the networks, variations and unique
characteristics. Chapter 5 is an application of network analysis in enhancing other
machine learning techniques in classification and collaborative filtering. The second to
last chapter details a 12-month pilot study with actual diabetes patients, while the final
chapter concludes the work.

Chapter 2
Background Theory and Literature
Chapter Synopsis - First the background for open participation of patients
online is presented. Then as orientation to the broader context of eHealth in
diabetes; a systematic review of mobile applications that highlights the state
of social media in these applications. The latter part of the chapter reviews
literature related to network analysis, community detection and its previous
and potential applications in healthcare.
2.1 Open Internet Communities for Patients
”Open” Internet communities or IPC in this dissertation refer to online communities that
are patient-driven. They are usually not associated with established general practice,
hospitals or health service organisations. These are places where patients voluntarily
register to participate for support from peers. Therefore, they are not places where
patients go with the expectation of getting professional advice from a physician. Rather,
they are places where patients can share everyday experiences with the disease.
It naturally follows from this that advice about everyday experiences comes from other
people with diabetes rather than trained professionals. Such advice is based on reports
of mundane activities that cannot all be documented in medical books and clinical
guidelines. However, it is also important to note that most of these patient-driven IPC
do have moderators who ensure patients adhere to the community’s guidelines for
participation or code of conduct.
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However, because these open communities are not regulated and do not have the support
of trained health service professionals, it is hardly surprising that there maybe other
non-monetary costs of participation, which are discussed next.
2.1.1 Case in Point
Currently, most patient communities do not offer personalized experiences although
they may have the capacity to do so. They offer a façade of social vibrancy, but as
revealed in this dissertation, some of the communities are not as vibrant as they initially
appear. Fig. 2.1 is an illustration of the kind of emails one could get when they enroll
on an IPC. The emails are not targeted or personalized, and in this instance, the email
contains everything, from popular stories to pregnancy. The recipient is neither married
nor pregnant nor female, but receives emails sometimes more than twice a week. The
emails can be considered nuisance reminders or spam since the same information is on
the website.
FIGURE 2.1: Email sent from my subscription to an online diabetes forum. The second
figure shows a very obtrusive advert of junk food on a weight loss website.
Worse still, one weight loss website featured a very obtrusive advertisement featuring
cheap junk food for ”the whole family” (see Fig. 2.1 b.). This goes beyond the technical
requirements, and presents significant ethical shortfalls. Such behaviour can be consid-
ered obscene and unethical; preying on the vulnerable patients who are struggling to lose
weight.
The point is that a lot is going on in these open and unregulated social networks,
and without the support of professionals in the health service, the potential of these
communities may be harmed by unregulated commercial greed.
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Perhaps a logical starting point might be to try to understand the interactions and how
they affect the health of users; as means to both highlight the problems and potential, as
well as accelerate the research. This dissertation aims to do both.
2.1.2 Research Mind Map
The whole dissertation work can be conceptualized in the mind map in Fig 2.2 where
the main branch from the core is the work regarding social network analysis (SNA) .
However, there is also an initial review work that had a larger scope, including a pilot
study of a social mobile application for diabetes.
While the two minor branches ( the review and pilot) are loosely connected to the main
SNA branch, they helped provide the background, the context and the demonstration of
practical relevance of the work. The succeeding subsections describe the background




























FIGURE 2.2: Mind map showing the minor branches (blue and green) and the major
branch (red) of the research.
2.2 The Relevance of eHealth, mHealth and IPC in Diabetes
Although there is now a wide body of literature on the use of mobile health (mHealth)
applications and the Internet in self-management of blood glucose (SMBG) , present
knowledge about good practice in designing integrated health applications seems rather
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limited. We have not found research focused on the gaps between the functional require-
ments (evidence-based recommendations in clinical guidelines) and the functionality
available in current tools.
Next is a systematic review conducted with a view to revealing research gaps, and the
potential role of social media tools as part of disease management regimes for chronic
illnesses, and this serves to establish the relevance (see Research Question Q1).
2.2.1 mHealth Applications for Diabetes
It is important to note that the review was initially done in early 2011. At the end of
the review (see Update section 2.2.2) a note is made on some of the changes that have
happened since, but the core methods designed for this review remain valid.
The goal was to review as many and as diverse diabetes mobile applications as possible,
both in the literature and in commercial markets, since the mobile platform has become
very popular. Many successful applications do not have any grounding in research, hence
the decision to include the online markets and grey literature; where novices showcase
their innovation, sometimes based on personal needs. While the literature typically
reflects emerging applications and new trends, the market gives a good indication of
mature applications and functionality.
Inclusion Criteria
The main inclusion criterion was that the application had a feature for blood glucose
self-monitoring. This filtered out applications intended exclusively for medical profes-
sionals rather than patients, as well as other general health and lifestyle applications.
Applications without English-language user interfaces were excluded. Also excluded
were hardware-based solutions geared toward blood glucose tracking or insulin pumps
only. Applications with their latest updates or publications prior to 2006 were excluded.
Search Strategy
The search was based on two main source types. The first source was online journal
databases, indexers, and reference lists. We searched for prototypes and work in progress
using the search terms “diabetes,” “mobile,” “PDA,” “cell,” “phone,” and “application”.
We constructed a search string using both the conjunction “AND” and the disjunction
“OR” logical operators:
(diabetes AND [mobile OR PDA OR cell OR phone OR application])
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The search was based on the metadata — that is - title, abstract, and keywords. We
targeted both original research papers and review articles indexed by Medline, ScienceDi-
rect, ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) Digital Library, IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Xplore Digital Library, Google Scholar, and DBLP
(Digital Bibliography and Library Project) Computer Science Bibliography.
The databases reflect the multidisciplinary nature of the research involving both medical
and computer science fields. We identified three recent relevant reviews by Årsand et al
(2011), Tatara et al (2009), and Liang et al (2011), where we cross-checked descriptions.
We also searched the grey literature: technical reports, Internet blogs, and portals.
The second source was online stores for mobile applications, using the search terms
”diabetes”, ”glucose” and ”sugar” with the disjunction ”OR” logical operator:
(diabetes OR glucose OR sugar)
We identified online stores for four leading platforms: Apple iPhone, Google Android,
BlackBerry, and Nokia Symbian.
Data Extraction




(c) Physical activity and Diet,
(d) Insulin and medication,
(e) Blood pressure,
2. Education,
3. Disease-related alerts and reminders,
4. Integration of social media functions,
5. Data export and communication,
6. PHR synchronization or portals.
These features are the result of iterated brainstorming sessions among the co-authors
and discussions in focus group meetings with patients and physicians. The emphasis in
these sessions was put on translating guideline recommendations into a requirements
specification implementable on a mobile phone platform. We created a list with multiple
features and in iteration reduced the list to six main features, which we believed had the
most potential for enhancing future mobile applications.
These features are individually quite distinct, but they have the potential to work as
an integrated self-management tool. For example, the user could log weight, physical
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activity, meals, or carbohydrate intake, and have an easy-to-understand visual display to
see how they correlate or affect the blood glucose. It should be noted that the insulin
feature in most applications was part of a customizable medication feature for managing
other medications as well.
We installed and tested most of the reviewed application, and where impossible, we
cross-referenced the function descriptions in published articles. We noted whether each
of the functions required manual interaction with the user, or whether wired or wireless
sensors were used to import data into the application automatically. We then compared
the prevalence of features with the recommendations in several clinical guidelines
(see Discussion section for references to guidelines). Guideline recommendations can
provide a good basis for requirements analysis and specification during the design and
development of diabetes applications.
The process of extracting the data presented a major risk of error and uncertainty. For
example, the literature is in most instances implicit about the functionality, and it is
easy to miss or misunderstand feature descriptions within the text. To avoid potential
problems, we enhanced the assessment process with independent verification. While we
cannot claim the process we designed is entirely infallible, we avoided likely pitfalls by
using building consensus and inter-rater agreement analysis.
Results of the Review
The breakdown of the search process from online journal databases, grey literature, and
online markets is shown in Fig. 2.3. As illustrated in the figure, the total matches were
485 for literature and 488 for online markets, bringing the total matches for this study to
973. We went through a sifting process, with 36 applications from the literature and 101
from the online markets remaining, ending at a total of 137 mobile applications.
Of the selected 101 market applications, 40 were available for free. The mean and modal
price for the rest of the applications was the equivalent of C2.50 and C1.50, respectively.
Of the 40 free applications, 12 had some premium functionality available only at an
additional cost.
Some applications were counted multiple times—that is, for each platform or source
on which they appeared. Of the total 137 eligible applications, we installed 82 on
mobile devices for further analyses and classified the rest as either work in progress
or unavailable for installation. Three of the 82 installed applications—namely Tag-It-
Yourself, BANT and Few Touch—were from the literature.
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abstract





Missing details; platform, features
Total excluded n = 18
 








Other/Unspecified           (n=15)
 
Search hits in online journals + grey literature
n = 485








FIGURE 2.3: Selection process for online journal databases and online markets
(Chomutare et al., 2011) Fig.1 (see update section 2.2.2).
It is important to note that some studies used commercially available applications but did
not explicitly refer to the application names or features, and were thus excluded from this
study. Our search was based on the title, abstract, or keywords, but even this streamlined
search criterion is bound to yield many irrelevant articles. On the other hand, most of the
articles that matched the search criteria in information and communication technology
journals turned out to contain relevant data for this study. Abstracts that were judged
to have low probability of containing relevant data were labelled as unpromising and
excluded from this study.
The extracted features of the mobile applications per mobile platform and source are
summarized in Table 2.1. The numbers include the total results from the online stores,
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journal databases, and grey literature. Explanations of the features are given in Table 2.2.
The blood glucose monitoring feature is not shown in Table 2.1 because it is a part of all
applications as implied by the selection criteria.
Table 2.1 shows that tools for tracking insulin or other medication were present in 89
(65%) of the applications, although most online market applications did not specify
whether the application was meant for type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Just over half of
the applications had some form of diet management, either by tracking carbohydrate
intake or by providing meal suggestions. Physical activity and weight tracking had 55
(40%) and 53 (39%) applications, respectively. A component for synchronizing with
PHRs or Web portals was present in 40 (29%) of the applications. Only seven of the 27
applications with an educational module had personalized education, tips, feedback, or
advice.
Few applications were sensitive to the age or gender of the users; important specific
factors for special user groups such as pregnant women, for example, were largely
ignored. Some form of lightweight integration with social media was present in 21
(15%) applications, while 16 (12%) had disease-related reminders. Of the applications
randomly sampled for verification checking, 7 (5%) of the 130 features analysed were
in disagreement. None of the disagreements concerned features related to our main
findings.
The results in Table 2.1 are revealing in several ways. Perhaps the most significant
outcome apparent in the table is that education is a feature present in only a few diabetes-
related mobile applications. Second, we can observe that a small percentage of applica-
tions have social media, suggesting that the influence of social media on the development
of diabetes mobile applications is so far negligible. In the remaining subsections, we
discuss the details of these results.
Functionality versus Requirements
To discover whether the requirements from clinical guidelines were necessarily met,
we turned to what was available on the online markets. However, it was impossible to
accurately determine how many of the applications available on the commercial market
were used in research or were founded on evidence-based principles. Most applications
used in the literature integrated with a PHR, despite the intricacies associated with PHR
integration. Outside well-controlled research, however, it is typically more difficult to
offer PHR features for facilitating collaborative care or communication with healthcare
facilities.
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Recent advances reflected in clinical guidelines (Funnell, 2010; Paulweber et al., 2010),
including NICE (2009) recommend the following features (in random order) as part of
important elements of diabetes self-management:
• Education and personalized feedback;
• Diet management; Weight management;
• Physical activity;
• Communication and patient monitoring by primary care providers;
• Insulin and medication management;




It is important to note that current applications meet the functional requirements list only
partially. The last four feature in the list has not sufficiently implemented in any of the
reviewed applications. Of interest is the psychosocial care which also include the social
support gap that social media might be able to fill.
Classification of Functionality
Fig. 2.4 illustrates an arbitrary classification of the surveyed mobile applications on
the basis of prevalence. The Core class comprises the four major features. Standard
class functionality comprises weight management, blood pressure monitoring, and PHR
integration. These have a significantly higher prevalence than the Premium class features,
which comprise education, social media integration, and alerts.
In the future, we expect the ideal application to have all the features available as part
of the Core application, resulting in an integrated, feature-rich system. The presented
classification may be useful for application developers and intervention designers when
considering the features to implement. In addition, the classification is intended to draw
attention to the least prevalent and less well-studied features.
The Missing Link
Current results reveal something completely unexpected: only 27 (20%) of the ap-
plications had an education module, and only 7 (26%) of these met our criteria for
personalized education or feedback. It is somewhat surprising that education is conspic-
uously underrepresented, even when consistently recommended by clinical guidelines.
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FIGURE 2.4: Arbitrary classification of functionality based on prevalence in the sur-
veyed mobile applications. Adapted from (Chomutare et al., 2011). Fig.4.
Structured and personalized education and actionable feedback are widely suggested as
the missing link for people with diabetes who do not use insulin.
A recent study (van Deursen and van Dijk JA., 2011) showed that, although Internet
health information is growing rapidly, the average person lacks the skills for finding and
using the health information strategically for his or her benefit. For people with diabetes
who do not use insulin, personalized structured education may be the missing link to
deriving benefits from SMBG (Clar et al., 2010).
Social Media and mHealth for People with Diabetes
In a recent survey, Chen (2010) showed the importance of social aspects and experience-
sharing among people with diabetes. Chen’s findings underscore the importance of
individuality and the need for tailored social interactions, which resonate with the
concept of PatientsLikeMe (Frost and Massagli, 2008; Wicks et al., 2010), which has
recently received enormous attention.
Findings from this review suggest very little influence of social media on current diabetes
mobile applications. Most applications that claim to include social media features only
provide a link to their groups in well-known social networking sites such as Facebook and
Twitter. Some applications also provide the user with an account to a forum. However,
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there are no functional links or integration between information in the mobile application
and the social media application. For instance, it is not easy to share graphs and data in
the mobile applications with friends or relatives in social networks.
In terms of design and development of personalized education and social media, the task
is challenging and the research field is still undeveloped. There is considerable scope for
personalization because the mobile applications have access to some data about the users
and their health status. Analysis of social media in healthcare is a rich and interesting
field of inquiry that deserves urgent attention.
2.2.2 Review Update
The review was done about three years ago in early 2011 and there have since been
several new developments. The number of mobile applications available to patients have
increased dramatically, to more than 600 on the Apple platform alone. A new search is
not necessary since the underlying methodology for analysing these applications remains
valid.
Additionally, many of the mobile platforms considered in the review have become
almost obsolete. For example, the winding up or mergers of Nokia with Microsoft and
Blackberry. Since then, Google Android seemed to have gained a significant market
share and remains has become a major player together with Apple.
Also important to note is that the succeeding work focuses one of the identified knowledge
gaps in the review – and that is the nature and potential role of social media or Internet
patient communities in disease management.
2.3 Patient Interaction Behaviours Online
In addition to missing personalized education, the preceding review revealed important
research gaps regarding social media in healthcare. This dissertation will explore social
media, with a view to understand social interactions among patients, and the impact
they have on diabetes-related health status measurements or outcomes, and this forms
background work for answering the Research Questions Q2 and Q3.
The illustration in Fig 2.5 shows two important directions that this research could have
taken. From an informatics point of view, social network analysis (SNA) and natural
language processing (NLP) are important directions to understand the nature of IPC.
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FIGURE 2.5: Important research directions from analysis of IPC from an informatics
point of view.
Using NLP, we can detect topics and ”hot” themes (Lu et al., 2013) to help automate
content and sentiment analysis. In this dissertation however, the SNA route is taken
because it seemed more natural since the basic understanding of interactions is key to
unravelling the true nature of these open communities. NLP remains a natural next or
complementary step.
2.3.1 Network Analysis Overview
Networks have now become common occurrence in scientific research. The exponential
growth of interest in social media has resulted in increased interest in network analysis.
This interest cuts across several domains in the recent past. In healthcare, much of the
research has been largely uncoordinated and fragmented, making it difficult to positively
identify scientific progress in the field.
Research on networks remains a rich field of enquiry, with potential for interesting new
discoveries. One might ask why networks are so important. The spread of rumours or
diseases, for example, depend on the underlying social connectivity of the communities.
Without proper tools to abstract some of these complex social activities, we would
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FIGURE 2.6: A one-dimensional lattice with connections between all vertex pairs
separated by k or fewer lattice spacing, with k = 3 in this case, (b) The small-world
model is created by choosing at random a fraction p of the edges in the graph and
moving one end of each to a new location, also chosen uniformly at random. Source:
adapted from (Newman, 2003a) Fig.11.
be overwhelmed by the amount of data. Even with abstraction tools such as network
analysis, the networks can be quite complex; with morphing structures, and connections
that have weight variations and directions. Next discussed are two properties that also
have important implications in healthcare; small world networks and scale-free networks.
Small World Networks
First proposed by Watts and Strogatz (1998), a model of non-random networks. For
instance, randomly replacing some of the links on a regular network such as a lattice,
where each node has a link to every neighbour; see Fig 2.6 (a). The small-world model
is created by taking a small fraction of the edges in this graph and reconnecting them as
illustrated in Fig 2.6 (b). The procedure involves going through each edge in turn and,
with probability p, moving one end of that edge to a new location chosen uniformly at
random from the lattice, except that no double edges or self-edges are ever created.
This can have important implications for vaccination strategies for a particular infection
(Polgreen et al., 2010). For example, we may want to vaccinate the most connected
individuals rather than choosing individuals at random because the infection factors are
usually not consistent with a random network.
Thus the findings indicated that it was easy to transform a network into a ”small-world”
network with short paths between any pair of nodes, and hence also more clustering.
Watts and Strogatz (1998) conjectured that these short paths and high clustering held
also for many natural and technological networks. Obviously, short paths provide
faster connectivity between distant nodes in the network, thereby facilitating global
coordination or information flow.
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Many examples of small-world networks have been identified from biology to econ-
omy(Adamic, 1999; Jeong et al., 2000; Sporns et al., 2000; Stephan, 2000; Wagner and
Fell, 2001). For instance, in epidemiology, small world networks have been proposed to
explain how the clustering and contact networks influence the spread of infections(Boots
and Sasaki, 1999; Jeong et al., 2000; Keeling, 1999).
Scale-free Networks
Studies of empirical networks have shown that some nodes are more highly connected
than others, quite different from random graph models. This model predicts that the
number of links of each node, Pk, will follow a Poisson distribution, but for many
real-world networks Pk is highly skewed and decays much slower than a Poisson.
Barabási et al. (Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Barabasi et al., 1999) dubbed these networks
”scale-free”, where power laws arise and no single characteristic scale can be defined, but
this was somewhat of a rediscovery (SIMON, 1955). They showed that such structures
emerge in a model where new nodes are added randomly but attach preferably to
existing nodes with a probability proportional to the degree of the existing node, that is,
”preferential attachment”.
These networks show interesting behaviour - that they are resistant to random failure if
some nodes were removed, but may be highly susceptible to removal of nodes with high
degrees, that is, hubs. Again, the implication in disease management communities could
be to ensure that influential hub nodes (users) have adequate training and guard against
misinformation.
2.3.2 Network Analysis in Health Informatics
Making a distinction between general social media and IPC is important for several
reasons. First, because relationship dynamics in healthcare social media are still not well
understood. Relationships in most general social media (such as Facebook) can easily be
analysed because relationships are explicitly stated, and the origins of such relationships
can easily be traced offline, for example, old school or college mates, childhood friends,
conference connections.
Second, we find that most social media are not as personal as IPC because health infor-
mation is generally considered private. Therefore, information is usually only released
on a need-to-know basis, and most people are sceptical about releasing identifying
information.
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Third, in healthcare, we could easily assume that all relationships are based on the
common interest in the disease, like diabetes, but no further information about specific
relationships can easily be obtained. Unlike conventional social media, conversions in
IPC is mostly about the disease, new drugs, diagnosis, symptoms, and related talk. Some
users are bound to be more knowledgeable about the disease than others, and this has
implications on the resulting networks. The succeeding paragraphs discuss potential key
uses of network analysis in healthcare.
Identifying hubs
As alluded to in previous sections, hubs have a comparatively high number of edges
connecting to them, which implies they are literal information hubs. In social media for
managing disease, users who exhibit hub characteristics can be targeted for proper train-
ing to support peers. Further analysis could also help identify experts in the communities
(Zhang et al., 2007).
Identifying isolated peers
With clustering and visualization algorithms, it is possible to identify users that may be
struggling with the disease and those that are disconnected from main communities. It is
important to identify potentially vulnerable users to ensure they receive enough attention
and support by a trained mentor.
Identifying temporal patterns
Network analysis can also be used to examine community development over a period of
time. Taking snapshots of networks at intervals, we can examine how the communities
develop, and infer factors that sustain community development. For example, we could
introduce a service or clinical intervention and then analyse the changes in communities
before and after the intervention. We can also estimate users’ knowledge development as
the users attach and detach from communities.
Social Networks for Patients or IPC
One growing source of support for chronic illnesses is social media, which is emerging as
a promising platform for ”online network therapy” (Coiera, 2013). The current number
of users are in the millions, with websites ranging from a few thousand users to hundreds
of thousands.
Despite the fact that little is known about its effect on health outcomes and behaviour
change, IPC seem to continue to grow in popularity. In a recent study, Lau at al.(2013)
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found social features, such as the forum and polls, in a Personally controlled health
management systems, were the most popular among participants. The continued growth
is indicative of a new role that social medial plays in healthcare, although the nature of
the role is still not well-understood.
Christakis et at.’s (Christakis and Fowler, 2007) influential study concluded obesity can
be contagious through physical social networks. Although these findings were later
criticised for ignoring other phenomenon such as homophily or assortativity (Newman,
2002b), they provided the impetus for further studies on online social networks. More
recently however, advances in complex network analysis have allowed us to consider
previously unknown empirical network structure properties.
Thus, on the one hand we have an approach based on understanding the structural
properties of social networks (Cobb et al., 2010; Durant et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2010),
while another approach, such as Weitzman et al.’s (Weitzman et al., 2011) work with a
diabetes online community, have viewed healthcare social media in terms of its public
health surveillance value. These approaches have potential for interesting new results in
healthcare, but only a few studies have examined how online interaction patterns relate
to behaviour change and health outcomes.
2.3.3 Community Detection in Networks
One classical example of a community within a network is Zachary’s (Zachary, 1977)
network of karate club members, illustrated in Fig. 2.7. It consists of 34 vertices,
representing members of a karate club in the United States. The members were observed
over a period of three years. Edges connect individuals who were observed to interact
outside the activities of the club.
At some point, a conflict between the club president and the instructor led to the fission
of the club into two separate groups, one supporting the instructor and the other, the
president. The question is whether we can derive the composition of the two groups
form the original networks structure. The split was over communities of 33 and 34 edges,
with 3 edges in between the two, that are commonly misclassified by algorithms.
Most current algorithms are based on the iterative bisection of the network into increas-
ingly smaller groups. Two bisection algorithms are the most common approach: spectral
bisection (FIEDLER, 1973; Pothen et al., 1990) and Kernigham-Lin (B. W. Kernighan,
1970). The first depends on the spectral of Lapalacian and the second starts with a initial
separation that is improved using a greedy approach.
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FIGURE 2.7: Zachary’s karate club, a standard benchmark in community detection.
Source: (Donetti and Muñoz, 2004) Fig.4.
More recently, algorithms have emerged based on the concept of hierarchical clustering
(Newman, 2004). The idea behind this technique is to develop a measure of similarity
xi j between pairs (i, j) of vertices. Starting with an empty network of n vertices and
no edges, edges are added between pairs of vertices in order of decreasing similarity,
starting with the pair with strongest similarity.
Another commonly used algorithm for finding communities is the Girvan-Newman
algorithm (Girvan M, 2002), where edges in a network that lie between communities are
removed, leaving behind just the communities themselves. These edges are identified
using a graph-theoretic measure, betweenness, which assigns a number to each edge.
The number is larger for edges that lie ”between” many pairs of nodes. However, the
algorithm has high complexity, making it impractical for networks of more than a few
thousand nodes. Other approaches are based on removing vertices rather than edges
(Holme et al., 2003).
Empirical Analysis in Healthcare
The idea of discovering communities from forum interactions is not new; researchers in a
number of fields have always been fascinated by the prospect (Dawson, 2006; L’Huillier
et al., 2010). Different methods have been discussed extensively in the literature, but
work by L’Huillier (L’Huillier et al., 2010) enhanced our understanding of how forum
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discussions can be analysed and connected using network analysis and text mining.
While the work focused on terrorism and used a comparatively far smaller number of
users, it nonetheless shed light on modeling networks from forum interactions for the
general case.
In healthcare, network analysis has been used in many different unrelated scenarios
(Durant et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2010; Pfeil and Zaphiris, 2009; Scott et al., 2005;
Wegrzyn-Wolska et al., 2011). Ma (Ma et al., 2010) analysed a healthcare forum for
weight changes and the influence it had on the weight of people in relationship circles, and
Burton (Burton et al., 2012a) extended the analysis to video social network (YouTube)
interactions in public health. Cancer forums have also been analysed to identify temporal
patterns and influential topics that promote community growth (Durant et al., 2011).
Previous research on temporal trends has included group evolution dynamics (Bródka
et al., 2012; Chakrabarti et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2008; Palla et al., 2007). Other studies
focused on content popularity and predicting social ties (Almansoori et al., 2012) or links
(Ahmad et al., 2010) and information flow (Yang and Leskovec, 2011). Although many
previous studies substantially enhanced our understanding of group evolution dynamics,
far less attention has been paid to healthcare networks.
Ma et al.(2010) analysed temporal weight changes over a five month period. The study
reported positive correlations between the user neighbourhood size and the weight
changes in the user’s neighbourhood. Although the study was done for only a short
period, and therefore difficult to say if the noted correlations are sustained, it nonetheless
enhances our understanding of online influence and its propagation over time. The only
drawback could be that no references to known temporal models were made.
Another major study by Durant et al.(2011) analysed data from six cancer forums and
identified growth stages for the different online communities as well as topics that
promote growth, using a new phase detection algorithm and a response function. The
study concludes that treatment discussions rather than diagnosis discussions are more
engaging to cancer patients, and thus also promote growth.
2.4 Linking Interaction Behaviour to Health Status or Outcomes
This section prepares the background work for answering the last Research Question Q4 –
by introducing the idea of predicting health outcomes as well as influencing the outcomes
through recommendation – all based on online interaction patterns or behaviour.
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Previous work thus far has not linked IPC activities to health status measurements or
outcomes, and studies that made this attempt had several shortcomings that make their
findings not easily generalizable. First these studies have only considered a small number
of patients because it is inherently difficult to recruit the number of participants and
sufficiently diverse to simulate real-life IPC.
For example Newton and Ashley’s (2013) study consisted of less than 59 participants
using an IPC in a closely controlled fashion. Thus, the evidence so far suggests that
patients who participate in IPC tend to perform better health-wise than those who do not
(Newton and Ashley, 2013; Wijsman et al., 2013). It is conceivable that this approach to
studying social media can easily result in a more homogeneous recruitment pool than
what is apparent in real-life IPC.
This dissertation is based on analysis of large offline empirical datasets, which precludes
some of the problems with real-time studies such as recruitment, the Hawthorn Effect
and participant homogeneity . This makes it possible to retrospectively analyse, without
influencing interaction behaviour or the resulting health outcomes.
To link interaction behaviour to health outcomes, enhancements of two machine learning
techniques (classification and collaborative filtering ) are developed and it is shown how
an understanding of patient interactions can enhance these techniques in the current
context.
Predicting Health Status or Outcomes
Classification is a versatile technique for solving many problems in several domains,
including healthcare. One of the most studied areas in healthcare is pattern recognition
in medical imaging (Aguilar et al., 2013; Folkesson et al., 2005; Lebedev et al., 2013).
In this dissertation, the problem of predicting health outcomes from patient interaction
patterns is modeled as a binomial classification task. The underlying nature of the
data will dictate the most appropriate classifier for the problem, determined through
experiments with empirical datasets.
Mining IPC for Recommendation
Related to prediction of health outcomes is prediction of user interests as a means to influ-
encing model behaviour. One of the most popular methods for developing recommender
systems is collaborative filtering (Herlocker et al., 2004), where recommendations are
based on a collective user or item data or both. This has become an even more popular
method since the emergence of social media, because recommendations can be made by
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user-based:
(i) first determining the similarity among users, and then
(ii) using that data to make predictions
or item-based:
(i) first determining the relationship between items, and then
(ii) predict items based on the user’s current data
or a hybrid of several methods.
In this dissertation, collaborative filtering enhanced with patient interaction information
is used to predict top-N threads. If we can predict user interests, then we may be able to
influence the interaction in the direction most suitable for that particular patient or group
of patients.
2.5 Theoretical and Conceptual Limitations
There are some limitations to the theoretical and conceptual approaches taken for this
dissertation. Some of the limitations are described from the main thematic areas of the
presented background work:
(i) the review of mHealth applications for diabetes self-management,
(ii) abstracting patient interaction behaviours using network analysis, and
(iii) linking patient interaction behaviours to health outcomes.
Review of diabetes eHealth Applications
Many of the applications found outside the official online stores were not available for
installation. As a result, some of the functionality was recorded from only the description
or from published articles. There may be discrepancies between the text description
and the actual features, and some functionality is not apparent until the application is
installed and tested.
Additionally, this study only analysed the availability of applications and their features, it
lacks information about the users and usage statistics. However, a follow-up pilot study
tested the aspects related to practical feasibility for the user group.
Abstractions of Patient Interactions
Although analysing Internet data offline may reduce or even remove the Hawthorne Effect,
there are some other limitations. Perhaps one obvious limitation is that Internet data
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cannot be relied on entirely. As in any other system that relies on human input including
research surveys, the data is susceptible to inaccuracies; intentional and unintentional.
However, network analysis allow us to analyse ”Big Data” based on user interaction
patterns, and this is more reliable since users do not make conscious effort to create the
patterns and it becomes much easier to identify significant trends or events.
Linking Interaction Behaviour to Health Outcomes
An important limitation related to health outcomes, such as blood glucose levels or
weight, may be that there are more complex factors (eg. family situation, depression
symptoms, etc.) that may affect health outcomes than just online interaction.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to capture all these factors that happen outside electronic
applications. However, because we are dealing with an enormous number of patients,
it is possible to reasonably isolate the role of online interactions, while exceptional
circumstances can be treated as unimportant outliers.
2.6 Chapter Summary
The chapter gave some background on why it may be important to pay attention to what
is happening in IPC, and accelerate the research. Then a wide-scoping systematic review
of diabetes self-management using eHealth applications was presented, revealing a gap
in knowledge of social media or online communities for managing diseases.
The latter half of the chapter went on to provide the literature related to network analysis
and community detection, examining potential use cases such as identifying key people
for mentorship roles or for public health purposes. The chapter also discusses exploitation
of network analysis to understand how participation in health online communities may




Chapter Synopsis - This Chapter discusses the common tools and methods
used in the different sub-studies of the dissertation. The details include
collection of data, pre-processing and designing the abstractions common
to many of the individual studies. Naturally, the finer methodology and
experimental details of the individual studies are discussed in their respective
sections and chapters.
3.1 Multidisciplinary Research
Research in medical informatics is often multidisciplinary ; using methodologies from
both the informatics and clinical research. This often presents a challenge in terms
of the audience because the research then targets both clinicians and researchers with
informatics backgrounds. However, multidisciplinary research has been shown to solve
important problems and often yields more interesting findings (Glattre, 1991; Hettne
et al., 2007). This is not a surprise because these, seemingly disparate fields of research,
are intertwined at some abstract level, resulting in some synergy.
It is important to not only apply existing informatics methods to healthcare data, but
rather to develop new methods based on the unique characteristics of healthcare data.
This dissertation develops new methods, from a unique ensemble of informatics tools, to
enhance our understanding of this relatively new phenomenon - Internet Patient Commu-
nities.
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Approach Overview
The approaches used for scientific discovery are twofold:
(i) Systematic review
(ii) Collection, modelling and analysis of empirical data,
(iii) Controlled experiments and feasibility pilot test
These approaches are consistent with scientific methods for acquiring new knowledge.
Systematic reviews are important for synthesizing evidence, while the second approach,
empirical data are collected from real-world IPC, and a model designed to abstract
complex social elements of the data, and then analysis of the results. In the third
approach, results obtained using the second approach are used to design experiments
for enhancing machine learning techniques, as well as pilot testing an IPC on a mobile
phone with real patients. The result was a generalizable framework for analysing IPC.
3.2 Overview of Sub-Studies and Progression Phases
This dissertation can be viewed as a collected of several small sub-studies, each of which
contributed to knowledge. These individual studies can be grouped into four phases, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and these are discussed next.
The phases follow a chronological order, it should be noted that the pilot in Phase #1
was conducted over a 12-month period and the related scientific article (Paper 5) was
published near the end of that period, with only the preliminary results. The rest of the
results are reported in Chapter 6.
Phase #1 – Relevance of eHealth, mHealth and Patient Interactions in Diabetes –
related to Q1
Related Papers – Paper 1, Paper 5
There are two studies in this phase; Paper 1 is a wide-scope systematic review mHealth
applications for diabetes and Paper 5 is a 12-month feasibility study of IPC on mobile
devices.
The review was part of the initial work in the project to identify research gaps and
establish relevance for further work. The pilot study was also part of initial work with
IPC on mobile phones, to test the feasibility of use in typical living environments for
older adults with Type 2 diabetes.
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Phase #2 – Modeling Patient Interaction Patterns
Phase #4 – Interaction Patterns and 
 Health Outcomes Correlation
Phase #3 – Characterizing Interaction Patterns in IPC
Phase #1 – Relevance of eHealth, mHealth and 
















Using interaction patterns 
to enhance user similarity 
in collaborative filtering
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Classification to delineate 
patterns that have a bearing 
on health status
FIGURE 3.1: Phases of the research progression for the dissertation
Phase #2 – Modeling Patient Interaction Patterns – related to Q2
Related Papers – Paper 2
After research gaps are noted, the third study attempts to validate a usable abstraction of
user interaction patterns in IPC, and Paper 2 starts the empirical evaluation of network
analysis for diabetes datasets.
Phase #3 – Characterizing Interaction Patterns in IPC – related to Q3
Related Papers – Paper 3, Paper 4
There are two studies in this phase; Paper 4 develops temporal analysis of community
structure in diabetes networks, while Paper 3 delineates development patterns that
characterize IPC. This phase enhances our understanding of the nature of user interactions
in IPC and how they develop in relation to other non-healthcare online communities.
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TABLE 3.1: Datasets used in the studies and their sources. Note that only subsets of the
datasets are used on some sub-studies.
Type Disease or Name Description/Website2
Healthcare Diabetes1 – [D1] General diabetes community
Diabetes2 – [D2] General diabetes community
Diabetes3 – [D3] General diabetes community
Diabetes4 – [D4] Diabetes community for children
Diabetes5 – [D5] Diabetes community for juveniles (in Spanish)
Obesity1 – [Ob1] Obesity and weight loss community
Obesity2 – [Ob2] Obesity and weight loss community






2.To protect the privacy of the patients and the websites, the URLs are omitted, but they have been
included in the non-public Appendix C.
Phase #4 – Interaction Patterns and Health Outcomes Correlation – related to Q4
Related Papers – Paper 6, Paper 7
There are two studies in this phase; one study develops an improved classification method
while the other develops an improved collaborative filtering method. In this phase, the
aim is to show that the analyses of IPC are useful and that we can enhance machine
learning techniques based on the proposed abstraction of patient interactions.
3.3 Data Sources and Extraction
The experiments are based on both healthcare and non-healthcare data sources, and
the datasets are also available in anonymized form on my dissertation website 1 or by
request.
Crawling and HTML parsing
1http://www.diabetesbuddy.org/datasets
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The healthcare datasets were crawled from publicly available data on the Internet, while
the non-healthcare datasets were obtained from related and unrelated studies from the
literature. A well-behaved Python program was developed to download the relevant web
pages by simulating user clicks over long periods at a time. The structure of the crawler
program can be divided into three distinct modules:
Module 1. Data Download
This modules is responsible for the actual download of hypertext, and Listing 3.1 shows a
key statement for requesting HTML pages, by modifying the headers to simulate browser
clicks. Using a lower-level protocol monitor application Wireshark3, it is possible to
observe packet and header information such as cookies in order to get the ’COOKIE’ to ap-
pended to the headers as part of the HTTP request. It is possible to find the User-Agent
string, which is based on the emulated browser environment, in this instance using
Firefox browser the string could be as follows:
’Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.13) Gecko/20101203
Firefox/3.6.13’
.
With the cookie and user-agent, the HTTP request could be made (see Listing 3.1), and
the downloaded HTML data was appended to a text file, to form one large file for easier
compression and handling.
1 request = urllib2.Request(url ,headers ={’COOKIE ’:cookietxt ,
2 ’User -Agent’:user_agent ,’Accept -Encoding ’:’gzip’}, data=data)
Listing 3.1: HTML Request for the web crawler
Module 2. HTML Parsing
With the data downloaded, the next step is parsing the semi-structured HTML text into a
more structured format. The HTML in this instance was fairly structured and predictable,
so I just used regular expressions to parse the data.
1 # page detection
2 re_pages=re.compile(’">Page <strong >1</strong > of
<strong >(\\d+) </strong >’)
3http://www.wireshark.org
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3
4 # page detection on forum pages
5 re_forum_pages=re.compile(’">Page <strong >1</strong > of
<strong >(\\d+) </strong >’)
6
7 # get the page views and replies numbers
re_topicviews=re.compile(r’<dl
8 class="icon"style="background -image:url \([^"]*?/([^/]*) \);
9 [^"]*" >\s*<dt[^>]*>.*<a[^>]* href ="[^"]*t=?(\d+) [^"]*"[^ >]*
class=" topictitle"> [\w\W]*?<dd class="views ">([\d,]+)
<dfn >Views </dfn >’)
Listing 3.2: Regular expression in Python for parsing HTML
In Listing 3.2, using regular expressions (regex) , we can obtain certain data elements
in the HTML, page numbers in this instance. The parsed data were stored in MySQL
databases and in structured text formats such as delimited files for easier pre-processing.
Module 3. Data Formatting and Storage
The main types of data stored in MySQL and structured text are:
• User Topics – This database relation contains the connections among the users as
they create threads and comments. A typical structure includes
|user-id-hash | post-date | post-id | . . .
• User Profiles – This database relation contains the profile data of the users, based
on the public data that they shared on the Internet
|user-id-hash | join-date | age | gender | BMI | . . .
• Text Formats (ARFF, CSV) – These are examples of formats required by some
machine learning and data mining APIs, but conversion can be done easily using
several existing wrappers.
3.4 Data Modelling and Network Abstractions
The data modelling objective is to describe an abstraction of the complex social interac-
tions that happen in IPC among patients, and show that we gain new knowledge from its
use, being the building blocks for answering Research Question Q2.
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TABLE 3.2: Description of key concepts used in the abstraction of patient interactions
using network analysis.
Key Term Description
User Someone who interact on the IPC website. A user can create
a thread or comment on threads, and is also referred to as a
”Patient”.
Post A message written (or object posted) by a user on a thread.
Thread Series of posts (messages) written by users on a specific
subject line. A thread has (i) a creator, (ii) a title/subject, (iii)
a message and (iv) comments.
Thread creation Is when a user initiates a subject line by posting a message
or object.
Commenting Is when users respond by posting a message or object to an
existing thread, thereby creating a ”comment”.
Lurking Is when a user does not actively participate in any thread.
Lurkers generally view the threads and comments, without
posting any message.
Out degree Total number of posts that a user creates.
In degree All the comments on threads started by a user. I consider
this an act of ”connecting to” the thread creator.
Degree In degree + Out degree, also used as a description of the
level of a user’s activity in the IPC.
Self-loops Comments written on thread that was originally created by
the same user, ie. commenting on one’s own thread.
Complex networks Other complex networks terms used in this paper can be
found in (Newman, 2003b).
3.4.1 Key Definitions of Concepts
Table 3.2 provides a summary of the key terms used in the network design, which is an
abstraction of patient interactions. These definitions are important to provide context to
the abstraction, and to show that the abstraction method is suitable to apply to IPC.
3.4.2 Abstraction of Patient Interactions
We can think of patient interactions as one patient connecting to one or more other
patients. Premised on this basic concept, the creation of threads and comments can also
be thought of as one patient (the thread creator) reaching out to other patients. The
patient that responds to the thread (commenter) in effect connects to the thread creator.










FIGURE 3.2: A network of thread creation and comments developing over time.
As an illustration, from the Figure 3.2 we can observe how a typical forum network
could develop over time. For instance in Figure 3.2(a), a network is established at time
T0 when user B comments on a topic that was created by user A. At an arbitrary future
time T1, the topic creator can post a comment on his/her topic , and a new user C posts a
comment on A’s topic as well.
At another even further time T2, the user D creates a new topic and users A, C and E
comment on the topic, thereby creating a small network. As this process progresses with
many subsequent topics and comments, networks and sub-networks emerge, and the
details are discussed further in the chapter.
3.4.3 Abstraction With k-Partite Networks
The network that emerges can be described in terms of graph theory , resulting in:
Definition 3.1 — Network Model. Graph G = (V,E)
where V = set of nodes and E= set of edges
This results in a bipartite network where the set of nodes contains both Users and Threads
. The pseudocode in Algorithm. 3.4.1 specifies how the network is created. The process
involves looping through the whole Forum f , where the forum contains T hreads t and
the threads contain Posts p in this hierarchical order.
The graph is then developed by creating a set of users and threads, and a set of edges. It
is possible to work with such an abstraction, but a transformation to one dimension can
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be made without losing much information, and this is discussed next.
Algorithm 3.4.1: CREATEBIPARTITENETWORK(Forum)
comment: Forum f contains Thread t which has Post p
comment: Returns a multidimensional network MdN















3.4.4 Reduction to One-dimensional Networks
A transformation of the network can reduce the dimensionality to one, as illustrated in
Fig.3.3, where users Ui and topics/threads Ti are two different kind of nodes before the
transformation. The transformation forms a one-dimensional network, with only users
Ui as nodes connected by threads.
First, an appropriate threshold that describes a valid or legitimate connection has to
be determined. For instance, the strongest connection is between user U2 and user U3
because they have more than one thread in common, and we can choose to sever the rest
of the connections. If we had more information such as user ratings on the thread, then
the decision to keep or discard a network would be more clear.
The transformation is formally described in the pseudocode in Alg. 3.4.2. The result
is a GraphG = (V,E), where the set of nodes V only contains the users and the set E
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User 1 User 4
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User 4User 3User 2User 1
Thread 1 Thread 2
1-D Transform
FIGURE 3.3: A two dimensional network comprising the users Ui and the topics Ti as
nodes, and W indicates the weight or rating. This bipartite network can be reduced to a
one dimensional network as illustrated.
contains the edges.
Algorithm 3.4.2: REDUCETOONEDOMENSION(MdN)
comment: Multidimensional network MdN (user_id, thread_id)
comment: Returns a one-dimensional network (creator, commenter)











comment: First poster in thread is creator, rest are commenters
if f irst post
then creator←MdN.user_id
else commenter←MdN.user_id
comment: Ignore redundent pairs in thread, and self-loops
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From the pseudocode , a person who creates a T hread t is the Creator, and is connected
to a person who comments on the thread, Commenter. The edges E are directed, from a
Commenter to Creator. It should be noted that an edge is immediately established at the
first connection between a unique pair, and that no edges are created among the people
that comment.
In addition, the Weight of edges increase when a unique pair of nodes appear on a
different thread. The code loops through the multidimensional network MdN to identify
these connections within different threads.
3.4.5 Abstraction with Dense and Sparse Graphs
The literature has not been specific how the used network abstractions were designed or
developed. The type of design will affect the complexity of the process and the quality
of the results. In this subsection, I compare different potential designs and show why I
used the design used in this dissertation.
Creator-Commenter Cycles
Revisiting the multidimensional illustration in the previous subsections, I illustrate two
scenarios in Fig 3.4, where we now have information on the user that created the threads.
In this illustration, I assumed User 2 created both threads, and therefore all the other
users are Commenters , meaning they all connect to the thread Creator .
The basic differences between the two is that the dense Graph G = (V,E), where the
number of edges |E|= O(|V |2), while the number of edges |E|= O(|V |) in the sparse
graph.
Connection Types
Although in this project I looked at inferred connections based on interaction in the
social networks, there are multiple types of connections. For example, there are private
messages and sharing of objects that could be defined as a legitimate network.
For privacy reasons, we decided not to explore private communications. This does not
diminish the value of the networks we looked at because in most instances, connections
are first established publicly before private communication, and the network is established
immediately.
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User 1 User 4
User 3
Sparse 1-D Transform
FIGURE 3.4: Illustration of two designs for abstraction user interactions
3.4.6 Community Detection
Community detection is a useful tool for delineating the community structure and
potentially revealing hidden patterns encoded in massive amounts of user interaction
data. Most community detection algorithms are based on the iterative partitioning of the
network into increasingly smaller groups. One popular approach in common use recently
is hierarchical clustering (Newman, 2004).
The idea behind this technique is to develop a measure of similarity xi j between pairs
(i, j) of vertices, based on a given network structure. Starting with an empty network of
n vertices and no edges, edges between pairs of vertices are added in order of decreasing
similarity, starting with the pair with strongest similarity.
Greedy Optimization
The first community detection algorithm used was a hierarchical clustering algorithm,
the greedy optimization (GO) (Clauset et al., 2004). This is a well-studied community
detection algorithm, which is extremely fast and suitable for large networks. The
algorithm is based on modularity maximization, where the number of edges within a
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community are preferred to edges between communities, as illustrated in the algorithmic
summary in pseudocode Algorithm 3.4.3 (Chomutare et al., 2013c).
Algorithm 3.4.3: GREEDYOPTIMIZATION(G = (V,E))
comment: The input is a network G = (V,E)
comment: Returns clustering C of the graph
C← singletons comment: initial clustering C of single node clusters
matrix M
repeat
f ind clusters Ci,C j ∈M with highest ↑ modularity
merge Ci with C j
update matrix M
comment: has to stop when no improvements on modularity are possible
until |C| ≤ 0
Affinity Propagation
The second community detection algorithm used in experiments was the Affinity Propa-
gation (Frey and Dueck, 2007); based on message-passing, where an initial data set is
chosen at random and then refined in iterations. Obviously, the success of this algorithm
is predicated on a good initial selection. The algorithm has a complexity of O(N2 ),
where N = size of the network.
Although there is arguably several ways of detecting communities (Leung et al., 2013),
the two community detection algorithms were selected for the experiments based on trial
and error to see the best performance and results. The Much of this work is described in
Dias et al. (2012).
Network-level Metrics
At the network level there are a number of measurements that are interesting in this
context. Many of these are discussed in the literature (Newman, 2006), for example:
(i) the number of clusters,
(ii) average size of the clusters,
(iii) maximum/minimum size of a cluster,
(iv) modularity ,
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(v) clustering coefficient,
(vi) network diameter and,
(vii) network density.
Node-level Metrics
Then at the node level I examined the centrality measures (Wasserman and Faust, 1994),
which measure how important the individual nodes are, and these have important impli-
cation for practice in IPC;
1. Betweenness








where σst is the number of shortest paths from vertex s to vertex t, and σst(v) is
the number of shortest paths from s to t that go through vertex v. In practice, users
with high betweenness values indicate that they can be information conduits in the
community or between communities. Depending on the network topology, we can
identify points of failure for information dissemination. They are also important
for testing the resilience of a network.
2. Closeness







where dG(v, t) is the distances between vertices v and t. The closeness depicts how
much the user is assimilated in the network, that is, how close the user is to the rest
of the users.
3. Degree
Definition 3.4 — Degree. Degree formally defined as
CD(v) = deg(v) (3.3)
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FIGURE 3.5: Empirical network showing the community structure and some key users.
In the zoom-in image, Green = high performance, Red=Low performance and Black =
no data. The nodes are sized by degree
where deg(v) is the degree on the node v. This is the number of links that the user
has. Given a directed graph, the degree becomes even more important in denoting
authorities (high in-degree) and hubs (high out-degree). In practice, users with
high degree are literary information hubs. The can act as central figures for social
support in IPC.
3.4.7 Community Structure Visualization
There are currently several tools that can be used to visualize the community structure
of networks. These visualizations provide unique perspectives that would otherwise be
impossible.
Fig. 3.5 shows a zoomed-in visualization of a weight loss community structure. The
figure shows how the hub nodes (Users) are organized and also illustrate the position of
nodes with high betweenness values. In practice, nodes with high betweenness means
that a lot of messages between sub-communities pass through the nodes. They act as
some sort of conduits for connecting disparate communities.
The illustrated centralized structure, as explained later in this dissertation, is typical
of most healthcare social networks. Contrasting with the very decentralized structure
of non-healthcare social networks such as Facebook, I found the structure a plausible
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discriminator of the two. I also explore this structure and develop methods to analyse
how they develop over time.
3.5 Methodology Critique
Web Crawling Ethics
Web crawlers can pose ethical concerns for several reasons. First, the crawling process
can take up resources otherwise meant for surfing users. Second, while most crawlers
are used by legitimate users for search engines, some crawlers copy website data for
malicious use, such as creating clone websites. The crawler I developed was well-
behaved; sending only a few HTTP request per period, as opposed to potentially causing
denial of service attacks.
Internet Data Use Ethics
Many ethical issues surrounding use of publicly available data on the Internet have not
been dealt with in depth. For instance, international law is currently not clear on the
ownership of data generated in online communities, especially for disease management.
In IPC, the situation is much different. We have users divulging a lot of information that
is normally considered quite private. The average Internet user appear ignorant of the
privacy concerns regarding the data they publish online.
Some studies, such as the seminal study on the topic by Eysenbach and Till (2001) and
more recently (McKee, 2013), have raised concern over the ethical issues. Eysenbach
and Till suggested that the rule of thumb is that if the online community is secured by a
username and password, then patients’ expectation of privacy can be reasonably assumed,
and therefore permission or consent must be sought.
In this dissertation, only publicly available data is used and care was taken to anonymize
and/or pseudonymize all data before the analysis. All the published data was based on
aggregated and non-identifying data. Borrowing from the US ”Fair Use” law, the rules
of thumb for using publicly available data are easily universally applicable:
• Non-profit educational purposes; current purposes are purely for non-commercial
research.
• The nature of the data; in this instance, it’s connection of user-aliases without any
actual content.
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• Amount or proportion of data used; current studies only use a small proportion of
the available data.
• The whole picture, including the potential market value or impact; the current
work at best influences research practice and any impact on commercial markets is
substantially unrelated nor can it be traced to any of the datasets.
Approach Limitations
One limitation may lie with the use of network analysis on threads and comments or
replies. The method only uses data based on an active expression of interest, that is,
when a user actually replies or responds to threads. The ’lurkers’, that is, people who
only view threads without being actively involved in conversions are excluded from the
analysis. Although this does not seem like a major limitation, perhaps we could get more
insight if the data on lurkers where used.
Another limitation may be that this dissertation has not considered several psychology
and social theories that might have been relevant to the work. These theories might help
explain many issues that some of the presented quantitative analysis might not be able to
explain.
Therefore many factors that influence the patient’s decision to engage in online con-
versations are not reflected in the current work. Additionally, there are many personal
psychological and social factors that influence not only how patients interact, but also
the impact on their health.
3.6 Chapter Summary
The chapter initially provides an overview of the progression of research in the four
phases, which also correspond to the research questions. The chapter provided the basic
building blocks for the sub-studies included in this dissertation. Definitions of key terms
and metrics were provided as well as the data crawling process. Also detailed are the
algorithms for building the networks.
Also included in the chapter is a critical evaluation of the methodology used in the
dissertation, highlighting the ethical issues as well as the limitations of the approach.

Chapter 4
Empirical Analysis of Community
Structure
Chapter Synopsis - Detecting community structures in complex networks
is a problem interesting to several domains. In healthcare, discovering
communities may enhance the quality of web offerings for people with chronic
diseases. Understanding the social dynamics and community attachments
is key to predicting and influencing interaction and information flow to the
right patients. The goal of the first half of the chapter is to empirically
assess the extent to which we can infer useful community structures from
implicit networks of peer interaction in IPC. Then the chapter analyses the
temporal patterns of diabetes online communities. The last part of the chapter
compares and contrasts findings with non-health social networks; with a
view to delineate the development patterns that characterize IPC. The work
presented in the chapter provides answers for Research Questions Q2 and
Q3
4.1 Introduction and Background
Empirical analyses are important for informing and validating existing general models.
The process may yield unique scenarios that require new methods or approaches for
solving problems. The next sections explore network analysis, and community detection,
on empirical IPC datasets.
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A major distinguishing feature between interaction in forums (message boards) and
interaction in other social media is that healthcare forums normally do not have explicit
relationships. Unlike most popular social networking websites (Traud et al., 2011),
relationships in healthcare forums are mostly implied or inferred based on some criteria.
Inferred or Implied Relationships
These relationships are encoded in large datasets of forum threads-and-comments dy-
namics, and network analysis is a practical tool for deciphering these relationships.
Abstracting user interactions using network analysis hold a potential to reveal character-
istics that help us identify important peers (Kleinberg, 1999), as well as identify those
users who may be in need of help. The possibilities are limitless; we could also be able
to predict community attachments and analyse the flows of influence (Subbian et al.,
2013) in these IPC.
Discovering Communities
Discovering the community structure is important for understanding how users inter-
act with peers in different IPC. However, previous studies have consistently shown
that assessing whether the discovered communities are meaningful or good is rather
application-specific (Boutin and Hascoet, 2004; Schaeffer, 2007). Therefore, it is impor-
tant to ascertain the usefulness of community structures in the context of IPC.
Many studies analyse several unrelated networks in pursuit of thoroughness and general-
ization. Although this comprehensive approach seems to work quite well for analysis
of computing complexity(Leskovec et al., 2010), formal validation(Boutin and Hascoet,
2004) and other quantitative measures, it seems to suffer significant drawbacks when
it comes to quality assessment of the discovered communities, which requires some
level of homogeneity in the datasets. As a result, there have been many quite simplistic
heuristic quality evaluations (Girvan M, 2002).
The sub-study aims for this chapter are three-fold:
(i) First, the nature of networks in IPC for diabetes is articulated, then
(ii) Explore new techniques for analysing development patterns, and
(iii) Delineate the development patterns that characterize IPC
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4.2 Nature of Diabetes Social Networks
As discussed in previous Chapters, the main activities in a forum or IPC can be summa-
rized as (i) a user creates a topic or thread, and (ii) several users, including the creator,
can comment on the thread. Through the analysis of this topic creation and commenting
cycles we are able to infer relationships within the IPC.
Although clean data is not always readily available for research (Rowe et al., 2007), there
are several techniques that can be used to crawl publicly available data on the Internet.
For this sub-study, the Python program crawled public data on five diabetes forums
on the Internet. The forums had totals in excess of 140k registered users and over 1.6
million posts.
The dataset comprised Spanish and English forums, and two of them were dedicated to
juvenile diabetes. As the data was extracted, usernames were changed to anonymized
identification numbers (IDs) from the semi-structured HTML data. The extracted data
was stored in a relational database, MySQL.
4.2.1 Reply-View (RV) Ratios
Analysing the data; the RV ratio is interesting in the sense that it shows how many
views actually result in a reply to any thread in the IPC. This measure may be relevant
in recommender systems, because a high RV ratio means the users take interest in the
threads that they view. A very low RV ratio may be indicative of a Question and Answer
type of social network, rather than a network with a real social experience with vibrant,
non-superfluous, peer interactions.
In this work, however, it is important to note that replies are considered an active
expression of interest. Consequently all the presented sub-studies are based on the
assumption that relationships can only be formed if users actively express interest.
In an example from weight loss and diabetes social networks, plotted are the RV ratios
of the sub-forums as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. A pattern is easy observe by mere visual
inspection in the figure. The RV ratio seems to be highest in general discussions and
lowest in research activities. These results suggest the type of topic or theme affects the
activity or inactivity.
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FIGURE 4.1: The difference between the number of views (blue) and the number of
replies (red) on the posts over different periods. The average view/replies ratio for
(a)=0.014, (b)=0.012, (c)=0.007, (d)=0.003 and (e)/(f) are less than 0.001
It seems apparent from the results that people with diabetes are more interested in
practical topics such as insulin pump usage rather than in what may be regarded as
secondary issues such as news and research.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIGURE 4.2: Network property plots of the diabetes social networks analysed in this
sub-study.
4.2.2 Network Topology
Table 4.1 shows the summaries of basic network structure properties for all the datasets
that were analysed in this sub-study. One interesting observation is the vast differences
in the average number of neighbours, ranging from 10 to 62. Perhaps the latter can be
considered an outlier since all but one has over 20 average number of neighbours.
However, this does not impact the Characteristic path length, which is rather short,
ranging between 2.9 and 3.9, perhaps reflecting the centralised nature of the networks.
4.2.3 Scale-Free Tendencies of IPC
The images in Fig. 4.2 offers clues as to the scale-free nature of the diabetes social
networks. This means only a few nodes have very high degree while the rest, and the
majority have a very small degree distribution. In Fig. 4.2(d) I superimpose a scale-free
line on the clustering coefficient/number of neighbours plot.
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4.3 Temporal Structure Patterns
For this sub-study, networks of user interactions are designed in two diabetes and two
non-healthcare forums, and applied an existing community detection algorithm to time-
partitioned datasets (snapshots) . To better understand the periodical changes, similarity
analysis are used based on Jaccard similarity index, and cohesion analysis based on
centrality measures and user attributes.
We use real-world data from large forums to explore the temporal nature of interaction
networks with a view for enhancing our knowledge on the (i) temporal patterns of the
communities, (ii) attributes that influence temporal community cohesion and (iii) salient
patterns that characterize the networks. Empirical observations based on real-world data
are important for validating and informing existing general models.
In this study community developments are not considered.
A recent study by Bródka et al. (2012), although not health-related, proposed a group
evolution discovery (GED) method for analysing evolution of group structures or com-
munities. The study provides a complete synthesis of temporal patterns of community
structures to date. However, this method, as well as other approaches that presume group
overlaps (Palla et al., 2005), seem to suffer a weakness when node sets from one period
to the next have a consistently small number of elements in the intersection set, as is the
case with some real-world networks. The algorithm consistently results in f ormation
and dissolution patterns of evolution, and requires additional supporting information to
make more real-world sense.
The proposal is to augment the framework by Bródka et al. with similarity measures
to quantify the development patterns at both the network and community levels. In
addition, we do cohesion analysis to reason about the development patterns in the context
of diabetes, and show that we gain new perspectives of the evolution even when the
networks are extremely volatile. We also attempt to discover the unique development
patterns that distinguishes healthcare from closely similar general social networks.
4.3.1 Network Time-slices and Partitioning
Although there does not seem to be a unified framework, in most recent studies, temporal
analysis have been based on partitioning of the networks into arbitrary time periods or
snapshots . To start off, we present some of the major failing points for static analysis
of healthcare social networks in Fig. 4.3, as the network grows from period T0 to T2.




















FIGURE 4.3: Evolution of social ties through time t0 to arbitrary future time t2. The
nodes and edges with dotted red lines are dissolved social ties. The nodes and edges
with solid green lines are the new social ties in the period.
In this instance, a static network is the absolute representation of the network from the
beginning up to the cut-off period.
In the figure, static analysis of the network makes less and less sense as time progresses
and the network changes because all nodes, including both new nodes and retired nodes,
are treated as active. For example, Fig. 4.3(c) shows all the data from the beginning
(with nodes 1,2,3 and 4) up to period T2, and when looked at statically, without the
distinguishing colouring, a lot of evolutionary details are obscured. For instance, it may
seem as if, at time T2, the network is invigorated into a dense network when in fact node
1 and 3 are retired nodes.
In this work, we partitioned the datasets for each forum into periodical sub-datasets, in
order to be able to isolate activity in specific time periods. The networks can continue,
shrink, grow, split, merge, dissolve or f orm completely new ones (Bródka et al., 2012;
Palla et al., 2007). Although we used annual time-slices, we should highlight the problem
of determining the optimal time-partitions or slices. The next three subsections describe
our methodology for temporal analysis to some detail.
4.3.2 Experimental Approach
Online social forums and networks are emerging as platforms for healthcare interventions
and convenient healthcare information access and support tools (Burton et al., 2012b).
Present understanding of temporal development patterns and the factors that influence
interaction in healthcare online communities seem quite limited. In the presented
work, we explore the development patterns of diabetes online communities and seek
to understand the factors that characterize and influence community development in
this domain. Network analysis (and community detection (Fortunato, 2009)) is one of
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the most practical ways of facing the challenges of mining (Wegener et al., 2013) the
growing data for meaningful information.
An overview of the methodology is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, where networks are designed
from user interaction data crawled from two diabetes forums. It is important to note
that relationships in forum-like communities can be difficult to ascertain since there are
no explicit relationships. An alternative is to form implied relationships from how the
users interact with each other; forming bonds and ties from exchange of objects and
through social discourse. To analyse the community structures we applied an established
community detection algorithm on the networks; the greedy optimization (GO) algorithm
(Clauset et al., 2004). In addition, we formulated similarity and cohesion analysis using a
blend of Java machine learning libraries and network visualization tools. We also explore
some properties such as the temporal density and diameter to distinguish healthcare
development patterns from other general social networks.
4.3.3 Network Similarity
Next, we compare the communities for the different years. In this context, communities
are coherent sub-networks in the time-sliced network, that is, clusters of nodes with
dense connections. We used the Jaccard Similarity index to compare the networks and
communities. Whereas the index has been used to compare the two datasets as a form
of external validation, in this work we explore its use for analysing two datasets from
two periods, where the community Ca can have n nodes {x1, . . . ,xn} at time T0 and the
community Cb is the similar community at time T1 with m nodes {xi, . . . ,ym}, where xi
can be a subset of Ca. The aim of the analysis is two-fold:
• first, for quantifying the similarity at the network level (see Fig. 4.5), declaring the
first (or preceding) network as the benchmark:






Where Ca is the benchmark network at time T0, and Cb is the network at an arbitrary
future time Tn.
• second, for quantifying the similarity for the communities in each time period,
where each network connection is annotated with a community identifier; for
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Networkdesign fromuser interaction










Partition thenetworks into time-slices
Similarityon topcommunities
Jaccardsimilarity index
FIGURE 4.4: The methodology for the study, summarizing the flow of the steps for
each diabetes forum.
identification in the subsequent period. Communities in each period are compared
with communities in the subsequent period. In this case, each of the top three
communities is compared to each of the top three in the next period (see Fig. 4.5).
These Comparisons allow us to gauge the stability of the communities from one
period to the next period or periods, providing both a course and detailed overview
of how the communities are forming or dissolving over time.
4.3.4 Community cohesion heuristics
Finally, we analysed community cohesion to understand the bonding factors. Several
types of attributes were available for this analysis; (i) years-since-diagnosis, (ii) type-of-
diabetes, (iii) HbA1c, (iv) Age and (v) gender.














FIGURE 4.5: The top large circles resembles the network and the bottom circles
represent the top communities in one period to the next, as they are compared using the
Jaccard Index; illustrated by both the solid and dotted lines, source (Chomutare et al.,
2013c)
We further looked at (i) degree assortativity, (ii) diameter (iii) density and (iv) average
degree.
In the succeeding subsections we explore some of the attributes that are highly relevant
for analysing cohesion in diabetes networks. There are potentially quite many attributes
that we could discuss, but we highlight just a few based on expert opinion and what the
forum users could have provided in their public profiles. In the process, we also explore
the discussion and debate around use of personal health information, and it’s availability
for information processing.
Years-since-diagnosis
Years− since−diagnosis was an obvious cohesion factor because almost 80% of the
registered users have been diagnosed less than two years ago in any of the periods. This
is indicative of how online communities have become the preferred source of support
for newly diagnosed patients. While some newly diagnosed patients also supported
other new patients, the majority only acted as information hubs. The authoritative role
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FIGURE 4.6: A zoomed-in figure of some of forum F1 detected communities based on
the Greedy Optimization algorithm. The node size is related to the node’s in-degree, and
the colours are: blue = no data provided by the user, green = 0-1 year after diagnosis,
red = 2 -10 years after diagnosis, and black = more 10 years after diagnosis, adapted
from (Chomutare et al., 2013b). NOTE: the higher resolution figures can be obtained on
http://www.diabetesbuddy.org
(Kleinberg, 1999) was assumed by patients with 2-10 years’ experience after diagnosis
as can be seen in Fig. 4.6, a zoomed-in figure representative of the communities. From
the figure, we can observe that a huge majority of the nodes are the newly diagnosed
users (green), which are connected to central figures who have more experience with
diabetes (red,black).
Type-of-diabetes
Type-of-diabetes is an intuitive attribute for cohesion because the main types of diabetes
(Type 1 and Type 2) have several lifestyle and behavioural goals in common; mostly
blood glucose management, dietary and physical activity goals. Only about 5%-10% of
patients with diabetes have type 1 diabetes, and this likely obfuscate some community
patterns unique to type 1 diabetes.
HbA1c
HbA1c is a measure (in percentage) of long term blood glucose levels and is an important
outcome for people with diabetes. It is not certain why forum users did not disclose
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their HbA1c. Only 3% and 5% of the users of Diabetes1 and Diabetes2, respectively,
disclosed their values. The majority of the disclosed HbA1c values where between 6
and 9, which is considered an OK range for people with diabetes (values around 7 are
more desirable). This suggests people that manage their disease well are more likely to
disclose their HbA1c.
Age and Gender
Age was disclosed by only 5% and 10% in Diabetes1 and Diabetes2, respectively.
Therefore, it is difficult to explore its impact. The fact that users do not want to provide
their age may be suggestive of its irrelevance. On the other hand, just over half disclosed
their gender.
4.4 Characterizing Unique Patterns in IPC for Diabetes
Further analysis of the network properties will show that there are some differences
between healthcare and non-healthcare networks. Comparison in the preceding Table 4.1
reveal an interesting contrasts among the network and community structures. Visualizing
the structural differences, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7, we observe the decentralised Facebook
network and a very centralised community structure for the diabetes network, while the
weight loss community is much less centralized.
This may be an important observation for two reasons; (i) the first is that we do not know
which structure offers the best health outcomes, and (ii) we do not know what influences
the structures. However, what we can infer is that decentralised networks may be a sign
of persistent and stronger social bonds. This inference is based on the fact the most
Facebook wall-post networks are decentralized, and most friends in Facebook have met
at some point, and have more intimate awareness of each other than in general healthcare
online communities. Although much of this reasoning may be considered speculative at
this point, these findings warrant further investigation.
4.4.1 Assortativity and other Network Attributes
In this section we form generalizations about the salient characteristics that distinguish
healthcare datasets from other social networks. We base the analysis on the trends of (i)
assortativity, (ii) network diameter, (iii) network density and (iv) average degree, over
the studied period.
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(a) This is a zoom-in for a Facebook net-
work, showing a very decentralized commu-
nity structure
(b) Cluster zoom-in for an obesity net-
work, and shows the semi-centralized na-
ture of the communities
(c) A zoom-in for a diabetes network, showing a
very centralized community structure.
FIGURE 4.7: Some of the visualizations of the communities found in the networks
using the GO community detection algorithm at different zoom levels. NOTE: the
higher resolution figures can be obtained on http://www.diabetesbuddy.org
Assortativity as described by Newman (2002a) (also called Homophily in the literature
(McPherson et al., 2001)) is the tendency for similar or dissimilar nodes to connect to
each other. Degree assortativity describes the extent to which nodes of similar degree
cluster together. For example, people with many connections in popular social networks
tend to connect to other people with many connections. In this study we used a Java
machine learning library that implements the assortativity formula, which is merely the
Pearson correlation coefficient, see Definition 4.2 and Equation 21 in (Newman, 2002a).






where ax = ∑y exy and by = ∑x exy, and exy represents the fraction of edges between the
vertices x and y, and σa and σb are standard deviations.
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Finally, we studied diameter and density, which are key to understanding networks
because they describe the inter-connectedness of the nodes, and they can be a plausible
basis for distinguishing network characteristics. We also focused on understanding the
changes in the average degree over time.
We can observe from Fig. 4.8 that there is significantly higher assortative mixing in the
Facebook network, while there is mostly disassortative mixing in the healthcare datasets.
This result is not surprising because Facebook networks are more decentralised, and it is
easy for users with high degree to be connected to other users with high degree, as can
be seen in Fig. 4.7(a).
We further observe from Fig. 4.7(c) that healthcare network structure, as sampled here,
has a far more centralized star topology. This means users with very high degree connect
to several users with very low degree, hence the mostly negative assortative mixing.
Perhaps this reflects the very core of diabetes forums, where a few experienced and
knowledgeable users tend to support a large number of newly diagnosed users as seen
in Fig. 4.6. Information dissemination becomes vital as it is placed in the hands of a
few central nodes that have a very short path to a large number of nodes. These findings
can be contrasted to (Newman, 2002a) results that indicate most social networks exhibit
assortative traits.
Diameter and Density
It follows from the network structure argument in the preceding paragraph, that the
diameter for healthcare datasets is much lower than non-healthcare datasets. In terms of
the temporal patterns, it seems from Fig. 4.8 that the network diameter falls with time in
healthcare datasets while it actually increases in the other datasets. The density of the
non-healthcare datasets was extremely low.
On the other hand, the density in the healthcare datasets, while also very low but higher
than in non-healthcare, exhibited a diminishing trend over time, from 0.010 in period one
for Diabetes1 to 0.002 in the last period. Although some recent studies like (Leskovec
et al., 2005) have shown that density increases and diameter shrinks over time for most
networks, our results suggest both density and diameter shrink in healthcare forum data.
This finding may be partially explained by the tendency to attach to the central and more
experienced node rather than for novices to interconnect among themselves, resulting in
shrinking of both density and diameter.
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FIGURE 4.8: Comparison of the temporal networks in terms of the average degree,
network diameter and degree assortativity. It is interesting to note that the diabetes
networks are always on the same side of the spectrum.
The average degree is higher in diabetes networks than the non-healthcare networks, and
perhaps this reflects the information needs of many newly diagnosed users as they try to
get to grips with diabetes, while they communicate with only a few experienced users.
4.4.2 Limitations
Perhaps this sub-study might have benefited more if several other IPC other than just
diabetes were included, as well as other diverse non-health social networks. This might
have enhanced the basis for the conclusions. However, one aim of the sub-study was to
highlight the differences with the popular media such as Facebook, and closely similar
support forums such as Slashdot.
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4.4.3 Knowledge Summary
The knowledge added is here summarized in point form in relation to the original research
questions.
What is already known on the topic
• There is a lot of activity in IPC for diabetes, with complex interactions and rela-
tionships.
• Relationships in IPC are not explicit and people meet peers solely for the purpose
of managing their illnesses.
What this chapter added to our knowledge
• Network analysis is a plausible tool for abstracting complex social interaction in
IPC – resulting in networks that exhibit scale-free tendencies like most non-health
social networks and other real-world, non-random networks – helping answer
Research Question Q2.
• A method for multi-level analysis of time-sliced partitions helped understand the
development of these IPC, revealing the dynamic nature of the communities and
superficial relationships – helping partially answer Research Question Q3.
• Clear structural differences were revealed between diabetes and obesity, and non-
health social networks, eg. the degree disassortative mixing, shrinking of both
diameter and density. Further attributes such as Year-Since-Diagnosis were iden-
tified as important factors for community cohesion – helping partially answer
Research Question Q3.
4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has shown how implicit networks can be modelled from forum interaction.
Further, showing that the resulting networks actually do make sense and correlate with
some attribute-based homophily measures. Current empirical observations strengthen
the basic science that supports future analysis and reasoning about diabetes patients
as users of the medical web. Further studies are required before the nature of these
healthcare online networks is more clearly understood; to foster adoption of healthy
lifestyles among people with diabetes and other chronic illnesses.
It was shown how existing methods may fail to meaningfully describe extreme devel-
opment patterns where communities constantly dissolve and form. Extending existing
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temporal models with quantifiable similarity measures and reasoning about community
cohesion seemed to reveal potentially hidden details in the real-world networks.
More important, the empirical findings in this study provide a new understanding of
social engagement in diabetes social networks. The most surprising finding to emerge
from this study is that diabetes communities are very dynamic and short-lived, implying
users engage only for short periods, and do not sustain any noteworthy networks or
communities. Perhaps the lack of will to invest themselves in online communities is
reflected in their reluctance to disclose personal data. Finally, we observed the shrinking
diameter and density, and the disassortative mixing in the diabetes networks.
Current work informs future intervention strategies for promoting health behaviour and
lifestyle changes among people with diabetes, but further research is required before






Internet Patient Community – Diabetes
Pilot Study
Chapter Synopsis - Although mobile applications and social media have
emerged as important facets of the Internet, their role in healthcare is still
not well-understood. Design artefacts are presented, inspired by persuasive
technology concepts, from a study of IPC as part of a diabetes mHealth
application – and the work seeks to partially answer the first Research
Question Q1 – by demonstrating relevance of eHealth, mHealth and patient
interactions in real-life diabetes self-management scenarios. The design
science approach was used for mobile application design, and user testing
and focus group meetings to test the application over a 12-week period with
7 participants, with additional followups at 6 months and 12 months.
6.1 Social Mobile Apps in Group Education Programs
Recently, there has been an exponential growth of interest in diabetes mobile application
as documented in a review by Holtz and Lauckner (2012), as well as healthcare social
media (Chomutare et al., 2011) - for Self-Management of Blood Glucose (SMBG).
Although there is increasing concern over the use of personal health information and
trustworthiness of user-generated health content, far less attention has been paid to
the impact these emergent tools have on health outcomes (Baron et al., 2012). In this
sub-study, a mobile application is designed with social features, and the application
tested with diabetes patients over a 12-week group education course.
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6.1.1 Individual Versus Group Education and Counselling
Current evidence is clear about the superiority of group education programs (Adlerberth
et al., 1992; Steinsbekk et al., 2012) over usual care. However, the literature has
consistently shown that these benefits are often in the short term only (Sperl-Hillen
et al., 2013) while in other longer-term studies, the benefits have been shown to rescind
(Sarkadi and Rosenqvist, 2001).
There seems to be conflicting evidence on the long term benefits of group education
for diabetes patients. Many studies have found no significant benefits (Rosenbek et al.,
2011; Rygg et al., 2012) while a review by (Deakin et al., 2005) reported some benefits.
Mobile devices and social media may have a role to play in exploiting the latent benefits
of structured group learning.
More recently however, studies have emerged that report individual education as more
efficacious than group education programs (Sperl-Hillen et al., 2011, 2013). Despite
these new findings, group programs seem to continue to be attractive, perhaps primarily
for their affordability and social aspects.
6.1.2 New Roles of Smartphones and Social Features
A significant shortcoming in most of the previous studies is that no patient support tools
are offered once participants complete the group education programs. Smartphones are
now pervasive and hold a potential for enhancing group education programs, and help
patients maintain model behaviour into the long term.
Although education can generally be thought of as key to empowering the patient to
adopt a good lifestyle (Davis et al., 2007), proper context must be given to its delivery.
While group education programs provide the basis for life-long learning, further effort is
required to persuade the patient to sustain model behaviour, and smartphone applications
are suited for this role.
Social networking holds a potential as a motivational agent for actioning the knowledge
people acquire while self-managing diabetes. Studies have shown that knowledge about
a disease does not necessarily translate into action (Curtis et al., 1993); patients normally
require further nudges and reminders (Mulvaney et al., 2012).
Unlike structured education, informal social interaction provides random learning mate-
rial from real users candidly. A concept that has not been fully explored in the literature
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is that social media could also be a social platform for fostering better health behaviour
based on social comparison theory (Mueller et al., 2010), for example, people comply
with certain behaviours as a way of seeking validation or ’fitting-in’.
6.1.3 Mobile Application Design Artefacts
The mobile application comprises the FewTouch application (FTA), a well-studied
mobile application (Årsand, 2009; Årsand et al., 2012, 2010), and a semi-integrated
social forum. Fig.6.1(a) shows the blood glucose measuring kit with a Bluetooth module
for data communication with the mobile application. Blood glucose measurements from
the glucose meter are sent by wireless transfer to the mobile phone without the need for
user input.
The data in the forum is totally decoupled from the FTA data to enhance security by allow-
ing users to determine the data they want to share with peers on the Internet. The forum
represents the public interface that communicates with other Web forums, independent
of mobile platform, using Internet Protocols and browser. It is important to note that the
forum connects to a social engine in the cloud (at http://www.diabetesbuddy.org).
Persuasive Technology
Our design of the mobile application is not based on any persuasive technology philoso-
phy such as the Persuasive system Design model (PSD) (Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa,
2009), but is based on experience from previous user studies on similar patient groups.
Modern mobile platforms already provide native support for core persuasive design
concepts such as:
• Convenience; easy to carry everywhere
• Attractiveness; most mobile platforms natively support attractive user interfaces
and appealing device hardware
• Trustworthiness; use of sensors minimizes user error and tampering
• Simplicity; mobile devices have now simple touch-screens and simple device
hardware
Some more effort is required to exploit these persuasive qualities, by adding complemen-
tary persuasive features in applications such as:
• Tailoring, suggestion; through the recommender system
• Self-monitoring, surveillance; users self- monitored blood glucose levels, and
researchers review these measurements
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(a) BG Measuring Kit
(b) BG tracking (c) Forum posts
FIGURE 6.1: Overview of the mobile application architecture. Fig.6.1(a) shows the
blood glucose measuring kit that has an attached Bluetooth module to send readings to
the mobile phone as discussed in (Årsand et al., 2010). Fig. 6.1(b) and 6.1(c) shows the
Android platform screenshots for FTA’s blood glucose tracking and the personalized
social media posts updates.
• Social facilitation, social comparison, normative influence, competition, coop-
eration; all done through sharing information on the web forum with peers in
IPC.
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6.2 Pilot Study with Diabetes Patients
The pilot with diabetes patients was part of a group education and motivation program
(Motivasjonsgrupper ) run by the Diabetes Association (Diabetesforbundet 1 ). The
groups are run independently by area leaders who are motivated to do so. In this project,
we engaged an area leader to help with the recruitment.
The group ran for an initial 12-week period between September and November 2012,
where participants met once a week for some education, group activities, as well as
mixing and mingling with peers. I introduced the mobile application during this meeting
period. Participants also filled out surveys at baseline and at each follow-up session.
Participants continued to use the mobile phone at the 6-month and 12-month follow-up.
Although the pilot study was not properly powered to assess the significant of the health
outcomes, the results were promising, serving as preliminary evidence of the relevance
of patient interactions, both on- and off-line.
Survey Administration
All the people who filled in the questionnaires had used the diabetes mobile application
for at least 12 weeks. We used the System Usability Score (SUS) (Bangor et al., 2008) to
assess the usability at the end of the study. The Health Education Impact Questionnaire
(HeiQ) and the Diabetes Empowerment Scale-Short Form (DES-SF) were used to assess
self-efficacy. Some of the information we wanted to gather was very specific and not part
of any recently validated questionnaire. We brainstormed a set of questions for gauge at
the familiarity with and usage of social media among the participants.
Extending the FewTouch Mobile Application
The social feature extension of FewTouch is based on a simple WordPress application,
installed and configured on the project website http://www.diabetesbuddy.org. Main
FewTouch features include:
• Blood glucose monitoring
• Physical activity recording
• Diet and food habit recording
• Setting goals
The social extension included:
1http://www.diabetes.no
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• Polls and voting
• Forum and discussion platform
The full application allowed participants to self-monitor their daily blood glucose levels,
and also be able to discuss their experiences with peers. This meant that participants
could vote on issues relating to everyday experiences, as well as post their statuses such
as having healthy food or when exercising. They could also share tips on simple things
such as recipes and exercise routines based on home chores, just as they would in any
open IPC.
A shortcut to the application was put on the home screen for easy access, and the
Bluetooth data communication with the blood glucose system worked in the background.
In the main screen of the application (Fig.6.1(b)), the users could track their blood glucose
values and be able to switch to the social forum (Fig.6.1(c)) or other features such as the
blood glucose graphical plot. Users also received personalized tips and information using
email alerts, which work like short messaging service (SMS) implemented in several
studies, except we used Internet Protocols.
Minimal Input
In social media, user input was minimized by use of polls and ratings, so that the users
only needed to press an option or a button to contribute. This circumvented the traditional
pitfalls of awkward input modalities on small mobile phone screens. Overall, it may
be difficult to understand why a fairly elderly group thought the application had high
usability, but perhaps this could be partially explained by the user-centered design,
coupled with the fact that people in general have become used to smart mobile phones.
Feature Usage
It is interesting to note that most of the features of the mobile application were not used,
for example, carbohydrate counting and physical activity recording. Perhaps this is due
to the nature of the features that require the user to input data manually.
The findings from feature usage is really not surprising. It seems patients are only
interested in a few features on the mobile application. While large suites of features may
certainly be useful if they were used, perhaps providing just a few, simple features is a
better approach for avoiding cognitive overload.
Patient Interactions On- and Off-Line
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It seemed that the participants preferred physical contact or off-line interactions to online
contact. This is not a surprise, and indeed this would be ideal if it were possible in all
circumstances. Online interaction can be a next best alternative, and the participants
used online interaction to share recipes for low carbohydrate meals with fish or bread.
They also used it to coordinate meetings, and wish each other well during holidays.
6.2.1 BG, HbA1c and other Clinical Outcomes
The results in Table 6.2 show that there was a marginal decrease in the average follow-up
HbA1c to 6.79%,σ = 0.68%. The decrease may seem insignificant but considering the
baseline average HbA1c was below seven and many studies have observed improvements
only in people with high values (Cooper et al., 2008; Rygg et al., 2012), these results are
noteworthy.
TABLE 6.1: Blood glucose Kendall’s tau statistic (τ) compared with the respective
baseline and follow-up HbA1c of the participants. Mann-Kendall tests are simple and
robust non-parametric tests to help reason about the changes in HbA1c based on the
trend of the BG values over the study period.
3 Month Follow-up 12 Month Follow-up
User Gender tau(τ) p tau(τ) p
1 female -0.156 5.55E-05 0.119 6.0263E-09
2 female -0.058 0.357 -0.0728 0.068842
3 female -0.031 0.676 0.0143 0.81718
4 male -0.077 0.030 -0.0314 0.071134
5 female -0.027 0.572 -0.0835 0.0016069
6 male -0.037 0.342 0.13 1.7448E-08
7 male -0.146 0.001 -0.0155 0.50029
To further reflect on the blood glucose (BG) values that resulted in the lowered HbA1c,
we compute linear regression on the daily blood glucose levels as shown in Table 6.1. It
is easy to observe that users with a steeper negative gradient resulted in a reduction in
their HbA1c. Fig 6.2 shows the scatter plots for the participants over the 12 month period.
For many of the participants it is easy to observe how the BG levels tended within the
therapeutic range (the green zone) during the pilot.
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FIGURE 6.2: The BG levels for the study period, where time (in days) is plotted on the
x−axis (Sept 2012 to Sept 2013). The graphs provides an overview of the intensity of
the BG measurements.
However, there are some cases where there is a small negative gradient that results in
an increase in the HbA1c, eg. user 3 and user 6, who are also the only participants
whose HbA1c increased. Further analysis of blood glucose variability and the time of
measurement could be done to more clearly understand these outcomes.
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There was an increase of self-efficacy based on the HeiQ and DES-SF, respectively (see
Table 6.1). Self-efficacy is an important outcome that can facilitate change in health
behaviour in self-management (Bandura, 1997; Sturt et al., 2010).
6.2.2 Self-Efficacy and other Lifestyle Indicators
Results show that social interaction by regular meetings and online can influence self-
management outcomes positively. First, we report some of the characteristics of the focus
group participants as given in a short demographic questionnaire. The 7 participants
were 4 females and 3 males between the ages of 46 and 70, with average age of 62.71
(σ=8.99) and 4 of them had been diagnosed with diabetes more than ten years ago. Only
4 of them reported using the Internet for finding health information and for social media
activities.
On the question of sharing health data, 2 of them said they would share their health data
with neither their families, friends nor other people with diabetes. Something interesting
to note is that 3 of the 7 participants said they did not use the Internet to search for
healthcare information.
TABLE 6.2: The results of HbA1c (in %) and the different self-efficacy and usability
surveys.
Description HbA1c SUS HeiQ2 DES-SF
Baseline 6.97,σ=0.69 - 2.96,σ=0.27 4.14,σ=0.62
Follow-up (3month) 6.79,σ=0.68 84.6,σ=13.2 3.10,σ=0.23 4.57, σ=0.21
Follow-up (6month) 6.6,σ=0.48 - - -
Follow-up (12month) 6.78,σ=0.54 - 3.06,σ=0.31 4.25, σ=0.65
1.Detailed domain analysis using the HeiQ survey might reveal more information
The primary endpoints for this study are shown in Table 6.2, where all the endpoints show
an improvement between the baseline and follow-up. The overall picture is that there are
improvements between the baseline and the last follow-up at 12-months, although the
most gains were realised at the 3-month follow-up period.
Fig 6.3 illustrates the changes in HbA1c from the baseline to the 12-month follow-up
period. Although nothing can be said about the significance, the HbA1c dropped for most
users.
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What is interesting to note is that the participants with the most self-efficacy are the ones
who did not perform as well, and those who performed quite well did not have the best
self-efficacy levels according to the used scales. Perhaps this indicates over-confidence
about self-management, which is not matched in practice.
What is interesting to note is that the participants with the most self-efficacy are the
ones who had increases in HbA1c. Perhaps this indicates over-confidence about self-
management, which is not matched in practice.
(a) 3 Months (b) 6 Months (c) 12 Months
FIGURE 6.3: Glycosylated Haemoglobin (Hba1c) changes between the baseline and the
follow-ups.
6.2.3 Limitations
The pilot study is subject to at least two limitations. First, our participants are people
that have been recruited using newspaper adverts and direct phone calls based on their
membership in the Diabetes Association. Therefore, it is conceivable that these individu-
als are more highly motivated to use mHealth technology than the average person with
diabetes.
Second, this study was based on a comparatively small sample for studying social media.
Although it is difficult to reason about the significance of the health outcomes and
self-efficacy with this small sample, our qualitative analysis provides useful feedback.
Additionally, I could have done more domain analysis of self-efficacy based on HeiQ as
is recommended, but I used the DES-SF to check consistency in the outcomes.
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6.3 DiabetesBuddy.org Demo
I have put up a website to demonstrate most of the algorithms developed in this disserta-
tion. The site will become public once the related scientific articles are published, but
privileged access can be obtained using:
• User : duranta • Passwd: hoitLoGioL
The conceptual overview of the demo in shown in Fig 6.4. On the one hand there is
the expansion-reduction algorithm, demonstrating how we can derive the important
features for any selected outcome. The other part demonstrates the collaborative filtering
algorithm on the stored datasets.
Most of the information will continue to evolve as more research is done in the field and
on varied datasets, and updated on the project website.










FIGURE 6.4: DiabetesBuddy.org Architecture
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6.4 Knowledge Summary
The work in this chapter helped build evidence to support the significance and practi-
cal relevance emerging technologies in disease management, thereby helping partially
answer the Research Question Q1.
What is already known on the topic
• There is some evidence of mHealth benefits in diabetes self-management.
• Group education in diabetes self-management can have short-term benefits.
What this chapter added to our knowledge
• The pilot study provides preliminary collective evidence of the potential relevance
of emerging technology concepts – eHealth, mHealth and Social Media – in disease
management and in particular, diabetes self-management.
• mHealth after group education can have beneficial effects in the longer term.
6.5 Chapter Summary
The pilot study shows that social interaction by regular meetings and online interaction
can influence self-management outcomes positively. The use of a mobile application
contributed to persuading the participants to measure their BG values more frequently,
and social networking seemed to have influenced the motivation of just a few of the
participants to remain engaged. Summed up, these results provide some evidence that
warrants further investigation because larger studies are required before much of the




In this section scientific contributions are revisited, but with more detail about how these
contributions have been achieved vis-à-vis the original research questions and objectives
of the dissertation.
Contribution 7.1 — SC1 - Paper 1. A systematic review of mHealth applications
in diabetes self-management. 
This contribution is related to the first Research Question (Q1) and the point was to
survey the literature before much of the work begun, to establish relevance of emerging
tools to diabetes self-management. What came out of this contribution is a scientific
article that has arguably become my most influential piece of work.
The contribution is a framework for analysing mobile applications for diabetes self-
management. A categorical list of Features or functions was developed for existing
mobile applications. The core of the contribution lies in raising of important questions
such as whether the existing applications are consistent with evidence-based guidelines.
I highlighted these clinical guidelines as concrete Requirements documents upon which
specifications should be built, thereby revealing gaps between what is available and the
requirements.
This work provided the basis for exploring IPC for diabetes self-management, because
there seemed to be very limited knowledge about something so popular, and whose
numbers were quite compelling.
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Much of the work is described in Chapter 2.
Contribution 7.2 — SC2 - Paper 5. Feasibility study design for social mobile
applications in diabetes. 
This contribution is also related to the first Research Question (Q1) and the point was to
put to the test concepts available in some of the mobile applications that were reviewed.
This is because much of the data obtained about mobile applications did not say anything
about the users and usage. For Type 2 diabetes the user group tends towards much older
adults, and it was important to demonstrate the feasibility and relevance to the user
group.
The contribution includes simplicity in the design of the social interfaces and assimilating
the mobile application in group education settings. This resulted in users measuring their
blood glucose more frequently, and they continued to use the mobile phone for several
months after the group education program ended.
Although this pilot did not directly analyse patients interactions, the observation was that
first having met in person, social media solidified the friendships that persuade people to
maintain good lifestyles.
Although the pilot was not properly powered, we saw improvements in HbA1c, blood
glucose levels and self-efficacy, and usage in the long term.
Much of this work is described in the first part of Chapter 6.
Contribution 7.3 — SC3 - Paper 2. An evaluation of a network analysis abstraction
of patient interaction patterns in IPC. 
This contribution is related to the second Research Question (Q2) and the point was to
develop an abstraction of patient interactions, and show that it could be used to better
understand the complexities of IPC interactions.
Previous related work had only been exploratory and much of the descriptions about
designing the networks were ambiguous. The contribution was a formalised method
for abstracting patient interactions in IPC, and showing that the resulting networks are
consistent with evidence in the literature about the structure of social networks such the
scale-free nature.
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Much of this work is partially covered in Chapter 3 and also described in Chapter 4.
Contribution 7.4 — SC4 - Paper 4. An expansion of the abstraction for analysing
how IPC for diabetes develop over time. 
This contribution partially addresses the third Research Question (Q3) and the point was
to apply the abstraction to observing temporal trends of IPC. This work was important for
generating new theories and hypothesis about how diabetes patients form communities
over time. The symposium paper associated with this contribution resulted in an invitation
for a full article in a new Springer Journal (Paper 3), with at least 40% new work.
Using time-slicing method with clustering in each partition, it was shown that the diabetes
IPC were volatile and comprised mostly newly diagnosed patients. What initially seemed
like vibrant communities were mostly superficial networks that emulated ”Question and
Answer” rather than active social experiences among peers. People joined typically
immediately following diagnosis and left with a period of less than a year. This gave us
a better understanding of the IPC in the case of diabetes.
Much of this work is described in Chapter 4.
Contribution 7.5 — SC5 - Paper 3. Applying the abstraction to discover unique
patterns that characterize IPC for diabetes. 
This contribution also addresses the third Research Question (Q3) and the point was to
develop further the temporal analysis to discover unique patterns that characterize IPC
for diabetes, and uncover the drivers behind the patterns.
This work was important for generating new theories and hypothesis about how the
essential unique qualities of IPC differ from the general and non-health social networks
such as Facebook. Support interventions have been used on Facebook, many of which
have largely been unsuccessful, but this work was important for highlighting that there
are important differences to consider when designing a social healthcare intervention.
The communities rallied behind a central figure, most of the time it was someone more
knowledgeable than the rest. In one community someone who seemed to know a lot
about the new insulin pumps generated a lot of traffic towards herself. Although all the
networks exhibited a scale-free nature, the health networks had shrinking diameter and
density as the communities grew. This contrasts with current evidence about other types
of social networks.
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Much of this work is described in the latter part of Chapter 4.
Contribution 7.6 — SC6 - Paper 6. Based on the developed abstraction, a clustering-
classification method for delineating interaction behaviours that correlate with health
measurements. 
This contribution is related to the final Research Question (Q4) and the point was
to develop further experimental evidence to show that the abstraction was useful in
understanding how online participation may affect health status.
This work delineated patient interaction behaviours that had a bearing on health out-
comes(in this instance, weight loss). The problem was modelled as a binomial classifi-
cation task, and an expansion-reduction method was developed for the patient feature
vector. The expansion is based on the network analysis abstraction, and the reduction
based on feature subset selection.
Using the method, it was possible to show that the way patients interact had a stronger
bearing on weight loss performance than their basic demographic data, with the classifi-
cation reaching an F-score of 0.977, precision of 0.978 and AUC of 0.996.
Much of this work is described in the first part of Chapter 5.
Contribution 7.7 — SC7 - Paper 7. A collaborative filtering method for threads
and users based on the developed abstraction. 
This contribution partially addresses the last Research Question (Q4) and the point was
to develop further experimental evidence to show that the abstraction used had practical
relevance for designing personalized eHealth interventions – to later help influence
patients interact in the most effective way.
This part of the work developed a method that used the network analysis abstraction to
improve user-similarity analysis in collaborative filtering. With controlled experiments,
it was shown that community structure can improve top-N thread recommendations.
Much of this work is described in the last part of Chapter 5.
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7.2 Main Conclusions
The main conclusions will be discussed in the context of the original Research Questions.
For each research question I briefly describe the results, which were obtained by applying
the methods described in the preceding section on scientific contributions.
Question 7.1 — Q1. What is the relevance of Internet Patient Communities in
diabetes self-management?
Tackling this question began with some background work to understand the context of
eHealth, mHealth and patient interaction applications for diabetes self-management –
and actually testing the concepts in a 12-month pilot study. Although the applications
were usable in practice, many of the existing applications were not consistent with the
requirements outlined in the clinical guidelines, but the pilot study showed that there
was potential for improving health with use of the tools – thus establishing their relevance.
Question 7.2 — Q2. How can interaction patterns in Internet Patient Communities
be modelled?
Having established the relevance, an empirical evaluation of network analysis as a useful
tool for abstracting complex interaction in IPC was done. Methods were tested for mod-
eling the network, starting with bipartite networks, and reducing them to one dimension.
Further analysis of alternative designs based on dense and sparse networks was also
explored, and algorithms also provided. the resulting network structures were consistent
with basic properties such as scale-free reported in the literature for other non-health
social networks.
Question 7.3 — Q3. What interaction patterns characterize Internet Patient Com-
munities?
Analysis revealed how IPC self-organize into community structures with very centralized
network topology. This may be partially explained by the fact that most interaction occurs
around a knowledgeable person, who inevitably receives most of the communication.
As these communities continue to grow, the density shrinks, indication that less and
less proportions of the communication happens among the patients. The diameter also
shrinks, an indication that the patients continued to rally around a knowledgeable person
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as the communities grew, and this suggests few friendships blossom among patients in
these interactions.
The evidence seem to suggest that a mentor kind of relationship is apparent, and perhaps
the focus of IPC should be on fostering meaningful mentorships. Current IPC seem to
just encourage participation and ordinary friendships.
Question 7.4 — Q4. How do these interaction patterns relate to health outcomes?
Based on the abstraction, methods were developed for relating interaction behaviours to
health outcomes using ensembles of machine learning techniques. The result was that
patient interaction behaviours were more important to predicting health outcomes than
the demographic information.
There was a significant difference between the most active and the least active in the
case of weight loss. The most active patients lost significantly more weight than the
least active. Patients who connected to more than one sub-community tended to perform
significantly better than those attached to singular sub-communities.
An understanding of how interactions affect health outcomes is important to place us in a
better position to tailor eHealth interventions for the best possible effect. Predicting user
interests was also possible in terms of threads, based on the interaction behaviour. This
means we can encourage and foster online behaviours or patterns that promote better
health.
7.2.1 Main Research Question - MQ
(MQ) - What is the nature of patient interactions patterns in Internet Patient Communities,
and how do these interaction patterns affect health outcomes?
There is a large amount of unregulated IPC that continue to thrive, and this disserta-
tion has enhanced our understanding of previously unknown elements of their nature.
However, the evidence seems to suggest that health benefits from participating in online
communities are quite limited for the majority, and in most cases, modest. For example,
in most of the analysed weight loss communities (excluding surgery), most people lost
less than 10lbs (4.5kg). Perhaps other measurements of success are warranted.
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It’s conceivable that the online camaraderie with peers and dispelling of initial fears
immediately following diagnosis may be important elements to consider in addition to
objective health measurements such as glycosylated haemoglobin or weight.
However, in overall, the dissertation shed light on the patterns that yield the most benefits,
such as active participation in more than one sub-community.
Involvement of Trained Health Service Professionals
The potential of IPC in disease management has been shown. However, more is required
from trained health service professionals to establish controlled environments where
patients can share everyday experiences, but with the security of due caution.
Fostering Mentor-Driven IPC Environments
Current evidence seems to support the fostering of mentor-driven IPC because we have
seen the network structures are very centralised, while the majority of the patients are
newly diagnosed, at least in the diabetes case.
Self-Monitoring in IPC
Self-monitoring and public declaration of HbA1c or weight loss goals can sometimes be
beneficial because a patient makes a public commitment. Divulging health information
is frowned upon, but the paradox is that sharing experiences with peers is as personal as
it gets, but perhaps security and anonymity are the key.
Obviously, there are many complex issues to consider when examining these emerging
new trends in self-management of diabetes and other chronic illnesses, and I certainly
hope my work provides the impetus for further research in the field.
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